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DELAYED BY rooms have been fitted up for thestorage of documents.
The conference room is imposjng-HEAVY FOG 1Y furnished. A mammoth table inthe center is surrounded by huge SANITARY FORCE INCREASEDchairs beautifully upholstered in AND VIGOROUS STEPSblack leather. On the floor is a cost- 
TAKEN.ly Percian rug. At either end of the
room are mahogany tables adapted Personsfor clerical work. The walk: of the Toroom are draped with flags used by
the navy in making the international
code signals. These flags relieve the I Two more sanitary inspectors havebare walls in all of the rooms, and been placed at the disposal of theare the only decorations. Handsome health department. Frank Eakerdesks, chairs and tables make all of and James Smith of Mechanicsburgthe rooms appear in elegant dignity. went on duty yesterday and President
Pendley of the board states that the
department will put Paducah in a
good sanitary condition if the citizens
,will on:y co-operate with the board
and notify him of all unclean prem-
ises or highways. This can be done
either by telephone or through the
mails. .Inspector Smith will be on
duty at President Pendley's office at
all.. hours during the day and every
complaint promptly investigated and
where unsanitary conditions exist
steps will be taken to abate the nui-
sance instantly. The city now has
four sanitary inspectors and with pos-
itive instructions to swear out war-
rants where necessary the city will
soon be 'in first class condition.
The Traveling Mkn's association
has arranged for health certificates
for an members who will call on
President Pendley for them and pre-
sent their membership card.
Cairo has notified all Ohio river
steamboat lines that all passengers
must have health certificates before
they can go ashore at that port. It
was rumored that Paducah had quar-
antined against Cairo, but there is no
truth in that report. To quarantine
at Paducah would mean to cost the
city hundreds of dollars for guards
to surround the city and not only
would it operate to keep people from
coining, into Paducah, but it would
prevent Paducahans who leave the
city on shortt rips from getting back
home.
'JAPANESE AND RUSSIAN EN-
VOYS SPEND THE DAY
AT NEWPORT.
• WILL REACH PORTSMOUTH
SOMETIME TODAY.
All is Ready for the Conference, the
United States Having Well
Prepared Quarters.
M.. WITTE SAW BOSTON
SIGHTS YESTERDAY.
N.ewport, R. I., Aug. 7.—A heavy
fog having interfered with the pro-
gress of the peace aqaudron from
Oyster Bay to Portsmouth, N. H.,
the opening of the conference will
be postponed a day. The yachts
Dolphin and lfliyflower, with the en-
voys on board, cane into this port
yesterday afternoon and laid here
until this morning, when at 8 o'clock
they sailed from the harbor. On the
arrival of the ?dayflower here M.
Witte .and part of his party came
ashore and have been seeing many
of the attractions of this section. As
he has aecided to make the balance
of the way to Portsmouth by rail
*hen the Mayflower weighed anchor
the Russian was not on board, though
Shout all tbe other members of the
respective parties were.
the fog which hung heavily over
Long Island Sound yesterday, and
which made it necessary to stop at
this port, was burned away by the
sun this morning, and the condidons
were ideal for continuing the voy-
age to Portsmouth
Witte Sight Seeing in Boston.
Boston, Aug. 7.—M. Witte, the se-
nior Russian plenipotentiary to the
!Peace conference at Portsmouth, who
left the cruiser Mayflower at New-
port yesterday, was still at his apart-
ments at the lintel Turaine in this
city early today. The hour of his
departure for New Hampshire had
not been decided upon.
Witte did not leave his room
iinol nearly g o'clock. During
breakiast the distinguished Russian
and his associate, M. Wilenkin, de-
cided to take au automobile ride
about the city, and orders were ac-
cordingly given for a car to be plac-
ed at the disposal of the Russians.
After breakfast Mr. Wilenkin stat-
ed that as the delay to the squadron
bearing the other plenipotentiaries
would defer their reaching Ports-
mouth until Tuesday morning, M.
Witte had decided to seize the oppor-
tunity afforded by a day's postpone-
ment of the confeernee to see more
of the historic points in Boston and
Cambridge.
He was partlenlarly anxious, Mr.
Wilenkin (aid, to viol,' Harvard uni
versity and Bunker Hill monument,
and also, if posaibk. Magnolia. the
'North shore resort, where Baron Ro-
sen, the Russian ambalaeclor to the
United State' and colleague of M.
'Witte as peace plenipotentiary, has
-been staying. A tentative plan was
made, therefore, providing for the au-
tomobile tour of Boston and Cam-
bridge this forenoon, and for a ltip
to Magnolia after luncheon, return-
ing to Boston in time to take-an ev-
ening train for Portsmouth, which is
but two-hours' rick by express from
this city •
EVERYTHING READY.
For the Opening of the Peace Con-
ference Today.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 7.—The
finishing touches in preparation for
the peace conference are done and
everything is now in readiness, both
on the inside and outside-of the large
new naval stores building, where the
plenipotentiaries are to hold, their
daily sessions. The second floor of
the building is to be occupied by the
peace missions. The Conference
rontrilie in -the center of the building
over file main entrance. Adjoining
It on one side is a suite of three
spacious rooms which have been as-
signed to the Japanese envoys. On
the other side is a reception room
dedicated to the representatives of
the United States government. Be-
yond this is a suite of three rooms
for the use of the Ruasian mission.
On either side of a corridor which
divides the building are large din-
ing rooms, where midday luncheon
AviH be. served subsequently to the
relpective missions. Two fire-proof
I
Cleaning Up
Leaving City and Expecting
Return Should Procure
Health Certificates.
Persian rugs are laid upon all the
floors. .
It has cost the United States gov-
ernment $15,000 to equip the quar-
ters for the conference. Without
the building all appearance of new-
ness has been removed. The bor-
ders of the newly laid cement walk
have been sodded and the gravel walk
leading•to the landing 0000 feet
away has been put in repair. Every-
thing in the landing stage has been
made ship-shape.
Every available room in the hotel
where the missions are to be quar-
tered has been taken. The city is
filled with a small army of newspa-
per correspondents, representing, in
addition to the press associations
and the great dailies of the United
States, journals in Europe and Japan.
Yellow Fever
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS IN
NEW ORLEANS TO TAKE
CONTROL.
People Have Raised $7o,000 For Ex-
penditure in Fighting Scourge
The Outlook. ,
New Orleans, August 7.—Though
without official orders formally order-
ing bins to assume charge, Dr. White
is preparing to take control of the
fever situation during the day. Ear-
ly today he visited the state board
of health and subsequently the city
board of health and talked over with
Presidents Kohnke and Souchon the
details of the work under the federal
supervision. Dr. White will have the
city board of health continue to re-
ceive the reports of new cases and
deaths, under his direction, until a
staff has been organized by the ma-
rine hospital service.
Dr. White notified Sheriff Marrero
of Jefferson Parish that he would in-
clude Jefferson parish in New Or-
leans for the purpose of his work
here. Jefferson lies partly on the op-
posite bank of the river and partly
above Nevi. Orleans on the city side.
and is in constant communication
with New Orleans. There have been
a number of cases there, and some
deaths, ald of the sickne-a traceable
to New Orleans. Another death oc-
curred in Jefferson today It was
that of an Italian who had gone from
New Orleans to the Bell plantation.
In yesterday's list of twenty-eight
new cases, only six of the names
were other than Italian.
Prompt Response.
With $7o,000 immediately in hand,
resulting from a Bradstreet assess-
ment on the citizens of New Or-
leans, no difficulties whatever stand
in the way of the immediate inaug1s-
ration of federal control of the fever
situation. Dr. White estimated the
total expenses for eradication at
St,soo to $2,000 per day, Of from
Stfinono to $2,4o,000 for four months.
which would carry the campaign into
December, by which time frost may
be r expected. There is, therefore,
aVailable enough money to go for-
ward with the federal plans at high
pressure for a month or six weeks,
and long before that time it is assur-
ed by Mayor Behrman and Chairman
Janvier of the Citizens' committee
that the total of a quarter of a mil-
lion asked by the government will be
in hand. If complete success crowns
the work of the marine hospital bu-
reau, it is possible that the fever will
be completely under control by the
15th of September without requiring
the expenditure of maximum figure
which is asked from the city to
stamp out the disease.
FRENCH FLEET GUESTS
OF KING EDWARD.
Cowes, Tale of Wight, Aug.7—The
French fleet, consisting of eighteen
battleship's, cruisers and torpedo
boat destroyers, under command of
Vice Admiral Caillard, dropped anchor
in the Solent today to spend a week
guests of King Edward and the
British navy. Heavy downpours of
rain throughout the morning drench-
ed the decoratinos ashore and afloat
and shrouded in a heavy mist the
great gathering of yachts and British
WILL BE REMOVED.
I. C. Railroad Company to Remove
the Gilbertsville Bridge.
The discarded I. C. railroad bridge
at Gilbertsville is to be removed. This
has been aettled. Work may be com-
menced to demolish the structure
within the next few days. It is an-
'flounced from Chicago that a con-
tract ha- been made for the work
I
'mentioned. The bridge to be re-
moved was, as the public well knows,
recently superseded by a new canti-
lever structure, which is one of the
finest on the Illinois Central's lines.
The old bridge was largely construct-
ed 'of iron and stone, hut a large
amount of timber made up the ap-
proaches. The masonry and ap-
proach work will be removed and the
gerater portion of the bridge will go
into the scrap pile. The two apain
spans can be saved, however, and be
used in smaller !structures.
MOTO BOAT A WORLD BEATER
Trial Trip of Craft Constructed by
Charles F. Herreshoff.
Bridgeport, Conn., August 7.—A
trial trip, just made by a motor boat
built from the plans of Charles F.
Herreshoff. at the plant of the Am-
erican and British Manufacturing
company here, is said to have demon-
strated that the craft is the fastest
ever built, although Mr. Herreshoff
has declined to give out figures at
present. He said the boat was a
world-beater, and intimated that she
made much better time than thirty-
five miles an hour. "Let it go at
that," he said, "for it would be im-
politic for me, at thin time, to give
any information. I have wired my
officials in New Jersey, and will give
out figures later"
ALMOST SERIOUS.
Druggist Coleman Falls From His
Bicyle and Is Hurt.
Mr. Arnold Coleman, ruggist at
Pugg's drug store on Monroe
street, was stricken Satur night
with heat while riding on a w el and
fell to ohe street in such a way as to
injure his head and also a *shoulder.
Later he rode to his place of business
and fell unconscious. The physician
who was called thought he was suffer
lug from concussion and he was so
treated. Yesterday he had revived suf-
ficiently to tell how he Was hurt and
also indicate he was in a favorable
condition. He can't recall his ride to
the drug store after his first fall
A apposed mad fox dog ran into
the Methodist Orphans' home in
Louisville, where there are sixty-odd
children, and created a stampede.
warships collected to welcome the Much excitement followed, but no
visitors. one was hurt.
I State Militia
THE SECOND REGIMENT KEN-
TUCKY GUARDS IS IN
CAMP HERE.
Came- Yesterday Some Six Hundred
Strong and Are Fine Sons
of Old Soil.
'Soldiers in khaki—and not brae nor
gray—were conspicuous on the main
streets of the city yesterday. Out at
Camp Yeiser, in .Wallace park, they
were as thick as black birds on a
tree. It was the first day of the en-
campment of the state militia, hence
the presence of these men of arms.
The train which brought the first
installment of the militia arrived at
the Eleventh and nroadway station
of the I. C. railroad at 7 o'clock,
about two hours behind the schedule
time. At the point named, the men
were dumped and at once ordered in
line for the march to Camp Yeiser.
When in line for the start the boys
looked like a fine lot of fellows, and
even at the hour attracted a number
of spectators. The march to the camp
was soon made, for the step was a
lively one, and instantly the pitching
of tents was begun, no stop being
made for breakfast. By noon all
tents were in place and the grounds
then looked truly a tented field. At
12 o'clock mess was served and then
came rest. As the boys a ere
pretty well fatigued with their all
night ride, hence they were not gen-
erally diiposed to take the rest at
hand, so many came into the city t
see the Pride of the Purchase, sorn
paying their first visit to our city
Many of them lingered to a late boil-
before hunting camp and rest. The:
were in a manner free, as general or-
ders are not effective until this
morning and the routine duties of the
camp do not begin until today. This
evening at 6 o'clock the first dress
parade takes place. It promises to
attract many spectators, for it will
be the first soldiers seen here since





They are truly .a fine lot of repre-
aentatiegaitons of the State. They are
under command of Roger. D Wil-
liams, of Lexington, who is assisted
by a full corps of officer v generally
as fine looking men as the state pos-
sesses. The regiment is composed of
companies as follows: Companies A
and E of Frankfort; B, of Barbour-
ville; C of Lexington; D, of Law-
renceburg; F of Cynthiana; G. of
Danville; H, of Winchester and I, of
Pineville.
Lieutenant W. M. Dishman is act-
ing captain of the Barbourville com-
pany in the absence of his brother,
Captain E. B. Dishman; Captain
Jewett has charge of the company
from Cynthiana, Captain Wheeler of
the Winchester company; Captain
Longrnire and Captain Williams, of
the two Frankfort companies; Cap-
tain Woodward, of the Lexington
company; Captain W. V,. Richardson,
of the Danville company; Captain
Gibson of the Pineville company aod
Capt. Cliowning of the Lawrence-
burg company.
The orders issued yesterday by the
various officers in command were
largely routine ones. The most im-
portant relate to order and are note-
worthy because they prohibit drink-
ing and card-playing. Col. Williams
is not, however, disposed to be too
close on his boys, as .he says he be-
lieves in pleasure along with work in
an encampment.
The encampment is under the pro-
visions of the new national guard
laws. All state guards are admitted
to the service precisely as are the
regular soldiers and are uniformed
and drilled and equipped in the same
way. The men are paid by the gov-
ernment. the same as the regular sol-
diers, while in encampment and will
be drilled by nine non-commissioned
officers, who are also in the city,
eight having come from the depart-
ment of the lakes at Chicago and one
from Fort Thomas, this state.
The militia cotne to the city most
Cordially welcomed by our people.
It is generally hoped that their stay
will 'be pleasant and that nothing
shall occur to mar their coming in
the least. The people will do their
part for this result without doubt, so
much depends upon the boys in
khaki.
The encampment lasts until Sep-
tember 2, and every ten days a new
regiment comes.





Admiral Birileff Arranging for Visit
of British Ships to Baltic Ports.
St. Petersburg, Aug. y.—Admiral
Birileff, tninister of marine, has visit-
ed Lihau and other Baltic ports of
• •
Russia to prepare a friendly reception
for the British naval squadron when it
arrives late in August. It is evident
that the coming of the British war-
ship- is regarded with satisfaction by
many influential Russians, who think
it will help to counteract German in-
flyence at Sr.. Petersburg. A states-
man who is influential at Peterhof
-aid today:
"Emperor William's attempt to in-
terfere in our home affairs has pro-
voked a bitter anti-German feeling.
A powerful party has been formed to
courateract the kaiser's inflieence and
favor an entente with England. Baron
Fredericks, Count Lamsdorff and oth
cr Germans in the Russian service in-
sist that it is England's intention to
force Russia to yield on Japan's terms
in the war in the far East. But neither
England nor America wants to
strengthen Japan to a dangerous de-
oree by the ruin of Russia on the
Pacific coast.
"The British fleet will receive an
enthusiastic reception from many Rus
sians, because•an Anglo-Russian rap-
prochement would free us from the
political and economic yoke of Ger-
many."
Rev. E. H. 'Cunningham and sister;
Miss Ella Cunningham, returned yes-
terday from Cadiz, Ky., whence they
accome- the remains of the lute
Mies. C :rioliaet for burial.
ASSa5..IC II
_If. ESE SHOT DEATH IN
aEw YORK 1_ _.
SUNDAY NAG... I'.
Hie 2..ng Tongs Delibero,ely Planned
a Mamacre to Get R
Enemies.
: •. York.. Aug. 7.—As a result of
a befaetn the two big Chinese
societies in the Chinese theater in
Doyer street last night, three China-
men were killed, two others probably
fatally wounded and many others
injured.
The Hip Sing Tong started the trou
ble, and deliberately selected the Chin
ewe theater, which is seldom visited
by the police, as the most favorable
scene for operations. The theater
holds about no people, and on Sun-
day night, when the quarter is crowd-
ed with visiting Celestials from all
over the metropolitan district, it is al-
ways packed. When be battle began
not a seat was to be had, and many
were standing. Among the latter, in
the back of the theater, were several
ot the His Sing Tong members with
big 44-caliber revolvers concealed be-
neath their flowing garments.
. Suddenly, as the actors on the stage
reached a climax in the play, there
was a loud explosion, quickly followed
by several others in front of the thea-
ter near the stage. The actors fled in
terror and the packed audience surged
as far as it could toward the rear,
where several of the Hip Song Tongs
began an indiscriminate fussillade into
the throng. It developed later that
the first explosions were made by
huge firecrackers. Finally, in despera-
tion, the audience charged the men
with the revolvers and, bearing them
down, got to one exit which was
open. There they fought desperately
to reach the street.
When the five policemen managed
to force their way into the theater,
they found five men lying in pools of
blood and a Ccore or more hiding un-
der benches, the backs of which were
splintered twith bullets. In a short
time the reserves from Elizabeth
street and other stations arrived. Two
ambulances were called, and the men
most dangerously hurt—four of them
—were hurried to the hospital. Three
of them died soon after reaching the
hospital. A squad of police hastened
to the quarters of the Hip Sing Tong,
which is at 12 Bowery, where they ar-
rested three rnen in the building, and
found four ot'her's hiding on the roof.
A little later Mock Duck, alleged to
he the leader of the Hip Sing Tong.
was arrested. According to state-
ments made by Chinamen to the po-
lice, he instigated the affair, and re-
mained outside the theater, having
sent into it the men who did the shoot
ing, with orders to wait in the back
of the house until a confederate in
front set off big crackers, when they
were to pick off certain designated
victims. This, the police say, is ex-
actly what took place.
MARSHALLL REPUBLICANS.
Go Through the Farce of Naming a
Ticket for County Offiecrs.
Benton, Ky., Aug. 7.—The republi-
can county convention which met here
today made the following nominations
for county offices: County judge,
taase Worsham; county attorney.
Thomas B. McG)egor; county sheriff,
B. C Riley; Jailer, Marcus Jones:









Stock Law Must Be Enforced and
Police and Fire Commissioners
Will Be So Notified,
CONSIDERABLE ROUTINE
BUSINESS TRANSACTED.
Though urged to do so by thetnayor
the lower board of the general council
in regular session last night refused
tt• establish a quarantine owing to
yellow fever in the South. After
Mayor Yeiser had finished his brief
appeal for action no motion was made
and the matter was passed.
On request of the board of health
two additional sanitary inspectors
were allowed to get the city in a
hcalth condition. Capt. S. A. Fowler,
of the board of public works, issued
the startling information that alleys'
were in the worst condition imagin-
able, refuse of every description be-
ing thrown into them.
There was a. strong arraignment of
Chief of Police James Collins for not
enforcing the stock law, it being re-
ported that hogs, cows and horses
ran loose in Mechanicsburg and the
police department could not be pre-
vailed upon tb take charge of the
stock after it is taken up. A pound
will probably be established in that
portion of the city.
Councilman Oehlschlaeger was the
only absentee.
Adoption was given the minutes of
the last regular meeting.
A request from the Vardy Buggy
company for permission to extend a
'spur track to its plant at Ninth and
Harrison streeteDwas referred.
Dr. D. G. Murrell protested against
property owners having to pay for the
storm water sewers. It was filed.
The water company reported the
water mains had been extended to
Bernheim avenue.
Electrical Inspector Gilsdorf report
rd his work for the month of July and
it was referred to the fire committee.
Roy McKinney claimed he had over
paid his license and asked to be re-
funded. but the request, ,was not
granted. Te had paid a merchant's
license and a wholesale license to sell
vinegar. The solicitor recommended
the action taken by the council.
The board favorably acted upon the
solicitcr's recommendation to refund
Seawright & Mitchell's liquor license
The Labor Day committee invited
the city officials to take part in the
Labor Day parade. It was accepted,
A communication from the Box Fac
tory company, a new concern, asking
for a fill and repair near the com-
pany's plant on Caldwell street ex-
tended, and for the extension of the
water mains on that street, was refer-
red to the board of public works with
power to act.
A petition from the E. W. Whitte-
more Real Estate Agency for relief
from over asasssment was referred.
Property owners on 'North Second
street between Broadway and Jeffer-
son street, asked to be relieved of the
extra expense of putting down side-
v.alkg caused by a wrong grade being
given. The request was referred.
The board of health petitioned for
two additional sanitary inspectors to
help in cleaning up the thy. This
was done on account of the yellow
fever in the South. They were-order-
ed appointed.
Sanitary Officer, Henry Brush;
charged with not performing his du-
ties by the board of health, protested
against the action. The matter was
referred to the sanitary committee.
Mayor Yeiser said the board of
health Saturday and Monday refused
to quarantine. He said he advocated
a quarantine especially becaioe of the
negro excursions into Paducah today.
He said the state board of health, he
understood, had raised quarantines at
Fulton and Hickman, but he believed
the general council could pass an or-
dinance quarantining, as it would be
local self-government. He said Mem-
phis was quarantined against the
world and a dollar each was being
charged for health certificates. He
stated Local Illinois Central Agent
J. T. Donovan had informed him that
no negroes would come from Mem-
phis.
Councilman Taylor stated that he
(Coatinasd aa PlIth Page.)









Assailant Escapes, But Was Captur-
ed Last Night-Other Police
Affairs.
Mate Dan Sears, of the steamer
Reuben Dunbar, is at Riverside hos-
pital with an ugly wound on his fore-
head over the left eye and a very se-
rious injury to the eye. The injuries
were the result of M. Sears being
hit in the head with a large rock
•thrown at him by a negro deck hand
named Albert Wallace, whom the
mate had perhaps a while before driv-
en from the Dunbar after striking
him in trouble over work. It is un-
deestood the negro attempted to get
a warrant for the mate and -charked
that he had hit him with a stick, but
before She warrant was issued he left
the city hall. This row and the fact
that the negro had been discharged
hone the boat is the only explanation
of the attack on Sears.
'Wallace :returned to the boat clear-
ly with the intention of assaulting
the mate, for he had the -rock used hid
:n his hands and when tne approach-
ed the place where the mate was at
,:rk called to him to look out. As
'defter turned Wallace hurled the
with much force and with the re-
etated above. It was a murder-
-1.and almost knocked Mr.
down. Instantly the negro
•' made his way to the wharf
se town. The police were
- Officer Gus 'Rogers gave
and followed him to
•1 ce of the -city. In the
s a warm one, the
shots at the flee-
-- be' I went wide of their
mar!
.a.s p-' • he negro disappeared
the psi:: department wired to
eropolis Cairo to keep a look-
, et for his Instead of going to
•' ose il;sce .allace remained in the
'y a at lz night about 7 o'clock
Patrolman J ':n Austin ran up on
him on the river front near the pea-
nut factory and placed hien under ar-
rest and later placed him in jail with
the charge of malicious striking and
wounding placed against him.
It was first reported that Wallace
had killed Sears. This and the at
tempt made to stop him with the
shots fired by Officer Rogers added
considerable excitement to the sen-
sational incident.
At a !late hour last night Sears was
resting comfortably at the' hospital,
and his condition today will deter-
mine the seriousness of the wound.
Proving a Bad Man.
FA HamDton or Hampton, color-
ed, arrested last week for stealing
brass from the I. C. railroad, is de-
veloping a very bad record. Detect-
ive Moore is digging up his offenses
and finds he has done time in Ten-
nesee. He has a fine Chance to go to
the Kentucky pen.
LAM TO REST.
Remains of Late Mrs. L. D. Hus-
bands Interred Yesterday.
Yesterday forenoon the remnins of
-the late Miss. L. D. Husbands were
laid at rest in Oak Grove cemetery.
Services were conducted at the fam-
ily residence by Rev. W. E. Cave, of
-the First Presbyterian church, of
which congregation the departed was
many years a member, assisted by
Rector D. C. Wright, of the Epis-
copal church. There was present a
large gathering of friends to pay
their loving respects both at the
'house and at the grave.
The pallbearers were: A. J. Deck-
er, 0. L. Gregory, L. B. Ogilvie,
James A. Rudy, George 0. Hart,
George Wallace, Given Fowler and
Iduscoe Burnett.
SORROWFUL SUMMOgS.
Two Outside Deaths Which Called
Relatives Prom the City.
•Mb-. F. •N. Gardner left yesterday
for Huntingdon, W. Va., being call-
ed there by the death of tie father of
his wife. Cell J. H. "Kennet. Mr. Ken-
net died Sunday night of .2 compli-
cation of diseases after a prolonged
illness, leaving his wife and three
daughters and two soils. !vfes. Gard-
- it the bedside of her father.
1 iving 'been called. there baeause of
'his illness several weeks ago.
Mk. Eddie Kolb. manager IA the
Vincennes club, was called from the
City yesterday by the death s)f a
brother, Mk, Will Kolb, an expert
book-keeper of Cincinnati. The de-
ceased had been in feeble health for
eeveral months and though his rieeth
was net -unexpected it came suddenly.
RUSSIANS GO TO JAPAN.
Prisoners of War Who Were Captur-
ed on Sakhalin Island.
Tokio, August The disposition
of the conviete on Sakhalin island is
now under consideration. They will
probably be taken to the Russian
coast and will there he transferred to
the Russian authorities.
Under .a pre-arrangement the Rus-
sian prisonere of war on the island.
40e000 iftsittember, are tieing trans-
ported to Japan
Try Pittsbn arid be convinced it
r hid.
The Purchase
MAYFIELD FEELS SURE OF
A NEW RAILROAD OUTLET
SOON. .
Paducah Young Lady Entertained in
Graves' Capital-Sad Death at
Water Valley, Etc.
(Mayfield Messenger,' 5th.)
The subscription of $.4o,000 to the
Tennessee river and .Cairo railroad
has been completed. This indicates
that work will begin as "soon as con-
tracts are let and- other details com-
pleted. Everything is shaping up
ready fol. work in order to get the
road built from Wickliffe here dur-
ing the year 1905.
A number, of revival meetings are
gding on in the country at present.
The attridarke is- generall,y
and many have united with the dif-
ferent churches This is good for
the county.
Mk. Dock Hayden, a well: known
farmer of Lewes, was the victim of
a deplorable accident Thursday.
While operating an auto engine and
attempting to climb a hill the engine
went back against a separator of a
theesher and cut one of his legs off.
An interesting meeting is being
conducted at the Baptist church in
Sedalia by Rev. A. M. Rouse, of Pa-
ducah. Large congregations are
hearing each sermon.
The tobacco farmers are making
the gallant fight of their lives against
the tobacco trusts with good pros-
pects of winning. Let everybody put
their shoulders to the wheel and
aseist them in the great fight against
oppression.
Personals: Miss Augusta Grief re-
turned Saturday to Paducah after a
visit to Mr. Freedon Neel, of near
Fancy Farnt-Miss Ida Greer went
to Paducah Saturday on a visit. 
Miss 'Etta Nance went to Paducah
Saturday.-Mrs. Elija Newton is
visiting in Paducah.
(Fulton Leader, 5th.)
The death of Mrs. Allan Thurman
occurred just before noon today at
her home in Water Valley, Ky. MTS.
Thurman was formerly Miss Stella
Farmer, of Fulton, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Farmer, now living in
Paducah. Mrs. Thurman a, Miss
Farmer was quite popular in her so-
cial set in Fulton. She as 2.4 years
old and leaves a husband and a three
weeks' old baby.
(Mayfield Monitor, 5th.)
Miss Eura roles; assisted by Mr.
Albert Gary, were the promoters of
a delightful hay ride last evening
given in honor of her popular visitor,
Miss Nona Stokes, of Paducah. The
party drove to a beautiful camping
ground west of the city. There in
the light of .a bonfrre they partook of
the delicious lunch prepared by the
young ladies. After lunch the time
was consumed in stories and games.
Personals: Miss 'Etta Nance and
Miss Annie Lee Herd went to Pa-
ducah today.-Miss !tiny Marshall.
Who has been visiting her brother,
Mk. Hunephrey Marshall. returned
home -today to Paducah.




Millionaire United States Senators
Pre watching Gov. LaFollette with an
interest far greater than his mere elec
tion to that body justifies. Between
LaFollette and them there is the great
gulf el poverty, which alone ought to
insure the governor the privilege of
going about his business without be-
ing looked Art through tbe ieleecote
of she money barons of the "rich
men's club.
But LaFollette's poverty doesn't
protect him.. The millionaire senators
don't understand why it is that he
remains poor. He is a lawyer, and
con% 4enbtleses •now that be is eler
ed senator, recoup in one fee all that
it cosr, him to make his expensive
fight against mersopoly, but Gov. La-
Follette declines the proffered case
with its fat fee. He is unlike that
convicted St. Louis grafter, who while
,in jail, said he would do it all over
again if he had the chance, hen in that
case he would become a lawyer. "so
as I could take fees and not bribes."
These fees which are not bribes
seem to have no charms for LaFol-
lute, who, instead of seeking them
as a means of recuperaeing his for-
tune, has gone on a lecturing tour.
Evidently this simple senator prefers
the people's money to that of the mo-
nopolies 'he proposes tin fight when 'he
goes to Washingtos. His course is
really nnique, whether affected to gain
further favor in the sight of the
masses or whether, as is more likely.
he forsakes hie true profession to
aveid the temptation he believes
would assail hint should he acknowl-
edge a willingness to accept lawsuits.
At any rate hi contract- for forty
summer lectures is an appeal for the
levee:Tile's money as distinguished from
the dollars of rich clients, and the fact
terat he has gone en /hie trim instead
of opening the dome of his law office
fitie hrneslie nut on the veranda all of
his wealthy conferee to be each with
his spyglase arid each wondering
what siratige things we may expect
when congress shall next convene.
Remodeling Sale.
Our increase in business has com-
pelled us to have our store enlarged.
We will offer special prices during
the months of August and September.
We quote a few specials:
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, $1.50
grade, 75c a set.
Genuine Rogers tablespoons, $3.00
grade, $1.50 a set, 75c for 3.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
$4.00 grade, $2.75 a set.
Roger Bros. 1847 knives and forks,
$4.50 grade, $3.50 a set.
A solid gold watch, Elgin or Wal-
tham movement, $12.50.
A Seth Thomas mantel clock, 8-day,
A gold filled 20 year guarantee case,
Elgin or Waltham movement, $6.25.
Many other bargains the price
should make you see the goods.
Engraving done free on each arti-
cle. Respectfully,
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.
J. A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.
Broadyaw-Yellow Front.
Illinois Central R. R.
Niagara Fails-August ath, and
train No. me of August 5th, round
trip $17.05, good rewriting for 12
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
16, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City-A1 trains of August
3rd, round trip $21.55 in connection
with C. Sr 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th.
Atlantic City-All trains of August
loth, round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all trains leaving that
place August ioth, good returning for
12 days.
Louisville, Ky.-July 30th -and 31st,
round trip $6.95, good returning until
August loth. .
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union depot.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-




Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
611RN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to so9 South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
era.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
1flomeopathist.)




The city candidates tor the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
to:Slowing time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dales
below given;
Mechanicsburg, corner Myers and
Farley streets, Augu-t 8.
N., C. 8z St. L. depot, August 9.
Union drug stores, Tennessee and
Goebel avenue, August to.
-Old depot, corner Eleventh and
P,soadway, August: it.
I. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Trimble, A1110.131 12.
Gellman's. corner Twelfth and Bur-
nett August 54.
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting place, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, August 16.
County court house, August 17.
Market house, August 18.
City bell, August 19.
Come one, come all. and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
ca. Every citizen: ebould be inter-
ested in the affairs of lithe municipal
govertrment of hie city. Ilring your
wivee and children; nothing will be
said or done that will mar the tender-
est refinemept of the hearers.




Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway front
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Monteagle, Tenn.-Monteagle ilible
Training schools July 3-Aug. 15, 1905
Monteisele, Tenn.-Woman's con-
gress, Aug. 1-15, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.-Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
insf tute, June 14-Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Miss -Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14-
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va.-Farmers' national
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.-Summer school
for teachers, June e5-July 28, te05.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed inform-a-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Piles
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
'C.- H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALL'EN, A. G. P. A., St
Loses, Mio.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART.'
IL. S. DuBois,. Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
Waa. Hughes, Cashier.
At Close of Business, June 30, zelos.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts   $203,070.84
Cash and exchange  33,182 . 75




Capital   loo,000.00 J..
Deposits  115,619.33
Rediscounts   13,500.00
Tax account  icloo.os
Surplus    8,000.00




Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John 3. Bleich, jeweler.





too Room Motel-High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets an Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clo:hes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 3a9 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints




Rooms and 6 Register Building







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT





S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst
acis South Third Street
Residence over store
Both Phones T 10 -Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
iao North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Residents nee Clay. Old phone 169,
.remor
Dr, B. B. Ciriffith
TRUKHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones aao at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; Ito 3 p. m.: 7 to g p. in.
A. S. DABNEY,
--DEN T IS T-
Trueheurt 11"4*g.
At the head of the class, Elk?
Dream toe -Cigar.
PLUMBING..
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5, Broathro,
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of PadurAh, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $115/5,000
•
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES. 
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to site. You carry your Oar11
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new 4
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates







Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones re
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler.. 
CampbellBlock.
Office Phone 369, - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency •
4
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway
r
Phones: Office 385-Residence 1694
GO TO
HOTEL LA GOMARSINO I
FOR.YOUR DINN' R.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
rt:3o UNTIL 2 P. M.
















































































































































BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL
COMMISSIONER.
In the District Court of the United
States for the Western District
Of Kentucky.
on application of the purchaser forvs. good cause shown, complete the pay.l'eople's Independent Telephone
court may hereinafter make; provid- 3. K. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
ed, however, that no original bid will
be accepted at said sale for les•s than HENDRICK MILLER$75,000.00 and unless .the purchaser
seal!, when the property is struck LAWYERSdown to him, at °nee pay and deliver
te said commissioner on account of
hi pierc.hase, the sum of $5,000.00 in
a certified check, payable to Jahn R.
Puryear, clerk of said court. And the In&
remainder of said purchase money
shale within twenty days from the
Pa., confiemation of said sale, or suchPeople's Ilank of Wilkesbarre,
further time as the court may allowTrustee, Complainant,
, • ment of the entire amount of the pur-
chase money. Said special COMMiS-Foompany, Deiendant.
I Notice is hereby given that pursu- ,sioner will then make, execute and
'ant toeind by virtue of a decree in ;deliver to said purchaser or purchas-
the above entitled cause, by the above ;ors a deed to said properties as, in
▪ entitled court, Hon. Walter Evans, said deer-- provided, the plaintiff
Jude, dtted July 3, I. the un- land the People's Independent Tele-leo5,
dersigned, Special Commissioner, •phone company to execute and deny-
' -ne
will ice at public auction to the high- er, under the direction of the said
1st and best bidder, upon the term* ,peal co niesioner, the convey-
hereinafter stated, at the county court l ances executed by them respectively,
house door, in McCracken county, • by way of confirmation and for the
state of Kentucky, in the city of Eta- i inserance of title to the purchaser or
4ducah, at noon on the 14th day of purchasers, his, its or their assigns,
August, 1905, the same being the first of all and singular, the ,mortgage
-day of the McCracken county court, property and premises and every part
as an entirety and as one property,land parcel thereof, of every kind
. and not in separate parcels, all and ,and description and wherever situat-
inguear the property of the defend- kd, Iteerby directed to be sold by
4 -ant, said People's Independent Tele- Laid commissioner; and a lien will be
Itshone company, hereinafter more retained in said deeds to further se-
specifically described and the right, • care the payment of the unpaid pur-
title, interest and equity of redemp- I chase price.
tion of said People's Independent, In witness whereof I hereunto sign
Telephone Co., in and to said prop- my hand this the Rai day of July,
erty, described as follows, toveit: 11905 EMeVET W. BAGIBY,
Being all the property, real and i Special Conwniss•ionet.
personsg. and wheresoever situated, I CAMPBELL & CAMPBEELL,
-of said People's Independent Tele-
phone Co. being party of the first
part, whether in possession, remain-
der or reversion, or in action, and
now owned or hereafter to be ac-
quired, all the telephones, telephone
tines, telephone exchanges and Sri-
41 tem., now belonging to Or hereafter
•to be acquired by said Telephone
company under its present or any
future corporate powers; all Iran-
ehees, granted by the city of Padu-
cah, Ky., privileges, rights ease-
ments, licenses, poles, wires, conduits,
tablea, batteries. switchboards, appa-
ratus, appliances, tools, impbements,
material, supplies, office furniture
and fixtures now owned or hereaf-
ter to be acquired by said telephone
eemearle: SII other machinery equip-
ment to and ebattel property of every
kind and nature, used in connection
meth it telephone exchanges and
systmns and now owned or hereafter4 to be acquired by said telephone
company, and all its tolls, rents, in-
come. chose, in action, claims and
demands of every kind and descrip-
tion, now owned by it or hereafter to
he acquired; and including not only
• all it. property and rights of every
kind in the City of Paducah. county
of McCracken, in the state of Ken-
tucky, but all its propert right and
rights, real. personal and railed, tan-
gible and intangible. wheresoever
situated, now owned or hereafter to
be acquired.
Also the property known as the
Alexander system of telephones, same
being bees, exchanges and poles in
the counties. of Crittenden, Union,
Webster, Lyon and Livingston, in the
state of Kentucky; and also the foe
•iterring extensions of lines, from the
• city of Pedneah to the Marshall coun-
ty line in. Kentucky, and to Lone
/ Oak in McCracken county and to
Smithland in Livingston county,
Kentucky, including submarine ca-
ble acrose Tennessee river.
- Also the following described real
estate with improvements thereon,
situated in Paducah, Ky., on the East
side of South Fifth street between
Braadway and Kentucky avenue, for-
merly Court street, described as fol-
lows,:
'Beginning at a point in the East
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
seventy-three feet and three inches
(i73 ft. 3 in.) from the Southeast
corner of Fifth and Broadway streets,
running thence at right angles from
Fifth street and toward" Fourth
. 'street, one hundred and seventy-two
feet, thence ereehowardly tow'a'rds
!Cern* street, and at a right angle,
thirty-one feet to the division line or
fence between said lot and the lot oc-
cupied by the public school building;
thence along said line and in a west-Mwardly direction one hundred and
seventy-two feet to Fifth street,
thence with the line of Fifth streetthirty-one feet to the beginning point,
together with all the rights, title and
appurtenances thereonto belonging orin any way appertaining. Being thesame property conveyed to it by J.W. Campbell and James Campbellby deed deted the 4th day of July,tow. and duly acknowledged and de-bvered to the defendant company onthe 17th day of July, 7e02, and Kt-corded on the 28th day of July, 1902,• W In MeCracken county court clerk's4IDffice.







Practice in all the courts of






Headquarters for Spauldiag baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
  etc, etc.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
,Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
els to 219 South Third St.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY-AT'LAW.





On the advice of Attorney General
Moody, President Roosevelt will add
to his recemmendations to the extra-
ordinary session of congress the sub-
ject of the revision of the criminal
law of the United States, says the
New York World. His program al-
ready includes legislation covering
federal control of railroad rates and
et the insurance business and the
Panama canal. Possibly also • tariff
revision, if he has the courage to go
against the wishes of the "stand-pat-
ters." Already they are trying to dis-
suade him. Speaker Cannon is peeper
ing to descend upon Oyster Siw, .Sen-
ator Cullom and others are th.calat-
ing arguments through the newspa-
pers. They have driven the pre-elent
to cover before. Why should they
now dispair of success?
Congress will accomplish nothing
at the extraordinary session. The
president started out with a dash and
a.shout to call it ahead of the regular
session. It had croe-ed his will last
winter. Trust him to dragoon it. First
:n September. Then he consented to a
postposement until October. Finally,
because it might interfere with elec-
tivn work, be put off extraordinary
session until three weeks before the
regular session. If the house organ-
izes its committees in that time it will
dc better than usual.
Mr. Roosevelt has abandoned the
substance for the shadow. His special
sessios is a sham.
The World is really sorry, consider-
ing that it was predicted Mr. Roose-
velt's renomination and re-election in
Igo& that he is slow in pressing tariff
reform. The delay will not strengthen
him with the people. The impression
had got abroad that he was a fighter,
that he never reckoned the odds. "A
bully fighter" was precisely what he
said he liked best. That reputation
appealed to the people. His dilatory
policy appeals to the politicians. It
fie in with their plans. Not improb-
ably it may strengthen his for renom-
isation. Perish the thought that be
had that purpose in mind!
Mr. Roosevelt is the apostle of the
strenuous life. There never was a bet-
ter time to give congress and the cotm
try an exhibition of strenuous living.
The politician. are exulting in the be-lief that they hold him safe. Let himshow that he is the champion of the
people by demanding that they be re-
lieved from tariff burdens; that thecrst of living be lowered; that exces-




Room r3 and 14 Columbia Bl'd
Old Phone ion.
The Largest Flag.
Denver will claim the distinction
of owning the biggest American flagin the world. It will be used for the
G. A. R. encampment. It will be its
feet long and 55 feet deep. The
union field will be 28 by /5 feet and
the stripes will be 4 feet 2 inches
wide. The stars will be 2 feet high
and in its making 7,450 yards of bunt-
ing are to be used. The flag's weight
of 450 pounds prevents it 'being
swung from a pole or hung from a
cable between buildings, so it has
been arranged to spread it across
the front of a five story building on
Sixteenth street.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh punt to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
lf we do the work.
Warren & SOD, 114 North Sixth.
Phone 541-A.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandreff • cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical












Rooms aft and at& Fraternity




7th & Jackson Si.. phone 231,Ite Clay Sts.., phone
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.




DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. m., i to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. M.





OFFICES: Beeton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Pachicah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303.
Architect and Superintendent
4331 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence acel Office 253





J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 6g.—Rooms aco and acis
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND 'WILDER.




Room No. 5, Columbia Building
DFor perfection and parity smoke
Elk 1)rearn toc cigar.







Is the cheapest on the
market. We, also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah_ Get our pri-





THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOS!' COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS. SADDLItS, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.




MDUCAH REAL EST'. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASIf
MONTHLY PAYMENT*. LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND ?RICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT..
EDG 4 W. wiuTTEOIOR
HEATING
Hot Water - - Steam
elliave the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right




The real estate agents, has Sr7e,00ti
worth of city property for sale and




Henry Mammen, yr., the reliabli
book manufacturer, Blank nooks
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducab
Library work a specialty.
41111,





St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best1,
excursion out of Paducah.
"NS
$8.00 for the Round
trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, castor,
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank L
Breen, -eat
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
b'toN2es eazd
FLutrzittire.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court at. Old phone 5318
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 400% Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY,













At Register Building, 523 Eroadway.
NAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terns to Subscribers.
c ne Year 
• Months  2.50
• - - Months  2.25
kC r'eek  ro
• — -
failing to receive this paper
ehould report the matter to
'er office at once. Tele-






'.-1-.ere are i - valid reasons what-
' ' W;.3 Pi .V:ah should establish
• ;uarantire aoainst New Orleans or
a y other town at this time. We are
over six hundred miles from the
fever stricken city and it is our can-
did opinion that if a fever patient
was imported here that there would
be no dan5er of it spreading in this
city. Poekcah is too far north for
yelP%
/
fever to be contagious. Thir-
;el
) 
years ago we well remember
when refugees from the south where
the yellow fever was regarded as an
epidemic, sought shelter in this city
•antil frost and no case to our knowl-
edge ever developed among the na-
tives of this climate. There were
cases put ashore here from steam-
boats but no great uneasiness was
experienced of that account. It is
well to be cautious but no grounds
at this time exist for the city of Pa-
ducah to establish a quarantine. The
annoyance; and .inconveniences that
su‘t a course would impose would
be detrimental to the good name of
our city, and the fact that the Ken-
tucky state board of health has
promptly raised the quarantines es-
tablished at Fulton and Wickliffe, is
evidence of the absurdity of such
steps on the part of Paducah.
'Ms Secret Ballot.
It is proposed by constitutional
amendment toyabolish the secret bal-
lot in the state of Kentucky. This
question is to be submitted to the
▪ voters in November and the state au-
thorities, according to requirement
of the law provided, are sending out
announceemnt of the fact to the peo-
ple. The people should find much in-
terest in the proposition.
Under the old constitution the viva
vote way of voting was in vogue.
When the new constitution was drawn
the secret ballot was provided for
and it was one of the strongest pro-
visions of the nese'conStitution, i. e.,
it was regarded so favorably that this
one provision won the new conititn-
tion many strong supporters and se-
c''- r* for it many votes. The prop-
io•t on is to return to the old way
or viva voce manner of voting and
do away with the new, Kir secret bal-
lot manner of voting.
The proposed change in the way of
voting calls for the closest thought
of the people. It is an important
.mtatteO and one which the people
should not carelessly pass over.
Discossing the proposed change
in, the way of Voting the Louisville
Post says:
"This propOsition has not receiv-
ed the attention which it deserves. It
is based upon the prevailing dissatis-
fattion with the manner in which
election laws are ignored. The sup-
port given it is given in forgetfulness
• of the evils that adhered to the old
viva voele system, the ease with which
votes were bought and delivered, the
ho'tlness with which the clerks in
circurn-
them,
many men were afraid to exercise
freely and according to conscience
tge political rights given to them
under our institutions.
"'What did they do? They demand-
ed a reform in the ballot laws. I
honor the laboring men of this
country and the labor organizations
which stand at the head of the wage-
earning classes, because they secur
ed the Australian ballot for them-
selves and for the people at large.
"'The ballto law did. not come to
the laboring men from the capitalist:c
classes.' It came as a result of their
own demands The laboring men to-
day enjoy the advantages of the
Australian ballot because they com-
pelled its adoption.'
"These sentences from Mr. 'Bryan
ought to be pondeerd by every labor-
ing man who values the ballot, and
not by the laboring man alone, bnt
by every citizen who prefers ti vote
his own will without fear, intimida-
tion or criticism, who desires to vote
without having his vote 'null,fied by
the bought ballot of his next-door
neighbor.
many instances falsified the returns,
ithe readiness and ease with which
employers or others intimidated vo-
ters.
"In r8to6 Mr. W. J. Bryan delivered
an address on labor day" in the city
of Chicago. In the course of that ad-
dress he said:
"'I am not going to violate the
proprieties of this occasion by enter--
ing into the discussion of parties and
questions, but I desire to call your
attention to certain broad questons
which cannot be confined within par-
ty lines.
"The ballot is the weapon 1.rs
which the people of this country must
right a legislative wrong. Whenever
they lack intelligence and patriotism
to right their wrongs at the ballot
box they willbe unable to right'them
in any other way.
"'The ballot, to be effective, must
be used, and conditions arose in this
country which made it impossible for
all the people to use the ballot which
they had. Because of the
stances which surrounded
and plainly say to those genetlemen
that Paducah needs men in the gener-
al council who believe they are the
servants of the peop:e and not their
masters. Men who are so all-fired
particular about serving contractors
should have no place in the general
council. Paducah needs men.
The sub-contractors for work on
Kentucky avenue and Jefferson street
are wise in Opt signing up contracts.
The street improvements on those
thoroughfares will not be settled ex-
cept at the end of expensive law-
suits. The general council made a
mistake when it wilfully refused to
let the property owners be heard
That distinguished body may run
rough shod over sonic people, but
before some of the owners of prop-
erty on Jefferson street pay for the
stoeet improvement the courts %ill
have to show them that the city has
followed the law in the premises.
M. Witte, Rus:ia's peace envoy,
will go home a better-informed if
not a wiser man, judging from the
way he takes in the sights of this
country and lets no opportunity pass
to see- all possible. He did Boston
yesterday from an automobile.
The government has made all ar-
rangements
e-t
o take hold of the yel-
low fever conditions at New Orleans.
The fact is encouraging to the peo-
ple of the stricken town and to
those of the outside also.
Turn on the fire hydrants and
flush the gutters all over the city. In
many localities the gutters are a men-
ace to the health of the city and the
filth and scum should be swept into
the river.
'Less talk and more work is what
Paducah needs. Don't talk about do-
ing a thing, but do it Talk is cheap
but hard work counts.
Make the loafers go to work or get
off the streets
Municipal Ownership of Public
Utilities.
The Australian ballot does two 
(Louisville Evening Post.)
The question of municipal owner-
things indisputably: It protects the ship of public utilities, which being
laboring man and all other men from translated into ordinary English, is
intimidation from those in authority the city control of light, power, heat
or from those employing and the 
water supply, is one of the
questions •- f the day.
The rapid growth of American cit-
ies has served to "enrich beyond the
dreams of avarice" capitalists and cor-
porations who have engaged in the
public service.
The American city of today is a new
manifestation. It is a growth of the
cast fifty years and the indications
point to a like growth during_the next
half century. Mloney invested in pub-
lic enterprises. in the,e growing cries
has received an "unearned increment"
and it is natural that the citizens, the
oos payers, the patrons of these com-
panies, should ask for an accounting.
Isrotld open the whole question anew
with purpose of determining wheth-
er the old method of corporate man-
agement. is best or whether it is pos-
sible to devise a new system alto-
gether.
It is customary to contrast what is
called the failure of municipal govern-
men in the United States with' the
wonderful success of the corporations
engaged is the supply to American
cities of the necessities of life.
We may doubt whether such a corn
parison is fair of whether it is in/Attic-
t:ve. It does not follow, that because
the American municipal government
has been a comparative failure in an
era of vast expansion and experiment,
that it is not possible for the citizens,
of these cities to reconstruct' their
whole theory of municipal govern-
ment and make it as effective surely
as the corporate principle has been.
Mr., James Dalrymple, of Glasgow,
has been in Chicago for the purpose
of advising the advocates of munici-
pal ownership as to the best method
of bringing the Chicago system into
accord with that of Glasgow.
Mr. Dalrymple'ffetiAt siggeitliat
disappointed, ayaliug. a r hich
in cubstance '.144,M,11 y obisei 
in 
Chicago convinced We that the nic
;Pa I lea t inn - of the - street car Ay M.
'without rett-leling the entire 
pie oil n whicif the corporstion si
erned; does not present the elements
of success."
There is no reacon ,why the entire
principle of the corpotatiop, whether
it he a municipal corporation or the
public service corporation, should not
he remodeled. Indeed, there is every
reason for remodeling both. The Slie-
cess of neither has been of a character
to entitle it to immortality. '
But there is no reason why an
American city shoold model itself af-
ter the Glasgow pattern. There is
little in Glasgow that. would , meet
with the reqiiirement: of an Ameri-
can community. We are not merely
(governing American cities. we are
building them and relmildiny them 
1
We are expanding their ppwc,rs-: we
sre finding a place in our political sy3
tern for a new influence We are doing
many things beyond the conception
over them
them or from those who think they
have any claims upon them
"Tn the second olare, it makes it
difficult for the purchaser to have
any assurance that what he has paid
for he gets. In other words, it
makes the buying of ballots both
dangerous and difficult.
"We are asked to surrender the
advantages of the Australian boliot
and go back to the viva voce system.
Let the working men remember Mr.
Bryan says the "ballot law did not
come down to laboring men from the
capitalistic classes; it camr as a re-
sult of their own demand.' Having
secured the adoption of the Austra-
lian ballot, let the laboring men unite
in maintaining it."
A Toast for Peace.
The most significant incident of
the introduction of the Russian and
Japanese peace envoys by President
Roosevelt was the toast of the pres-
ident at the luncheon. He, bowing to
the etivoys, effectively said:
"Gentlemen: I propose a toast to
which there will be no answer and
to which I have the honor to ask you
to drink inosilence, standing. I drink
to the welfare and prosperity of the
sovereigns and people of two great
nations, whose representatives have
met one another on this ship. It is
my most earnest hope and prayer, in
the interest of not only. these trio
great powers. but of all civilized man-
kind, that a just and lasting" peace
may speedily be concluded between
them."
The toast was drunk as President
Roosevlet requested, n profoiind si-
lence; but, in the hum of conversa-
tion which followed little wa: heard
of but enthusiastic comment upon
the character of the president's ex-
pression. Mir. Witte and Baron Ko-
mura both cordially thanked him.
We notice that some of the mem-
bers of the general council who re-
fused to give property owners an op-
portunity to be heard on the street
improvements are candidates for re-
election. As those men acted more in
the interest of the contractors in
that matter than they did for the
peop!e they should look to the con-
tractors for the votes to reelect them'.
for The . 'ster will very frankly
V-
NEW HARDWARE-HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-dateland:well stockedfhardware de-
partment for our establishment, a72c7-diZT  carrying- a fmamthaE4
stock recognized as one Ol the finescin the stile.LIt includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery,:Tinware, Woodenware,'Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason.:T-O—ol—s.W—ir,Fie iris esa u
Hardware, and in fact a line of goodsle—qual to that'earried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the bcist for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
 •M••=1
of the rulers of European cities, isd
it follows that many of these things
are all done and many of the things
done are not so well done because
the machinery has been overloaded.
Therefore, the machinery should be
reconstructed or remodeled. We have
modern cities with antiquated ideas
directing and controlling their destin-
ies.
We are told that the American city,
having failed to do the 'things it or-
ganized to do, it is illogical to impose
upon it things heretofore considered
beyond the scope of government.
In a certain sense, the city corpora-
tion is not "government." The ele-
ments of gcvernments adhere to the
state either in its local or natisnal re-
lattion. Certai nfunctions of govern-
ment have been trasferred by the state
to the city corporations, as its agent,
and others may yet be so transferred;
but today the primary purpose of the
city government is "business."
In the early history of gas, many
cities undertook the task t f supplying
rght because there was not a probable
profit in it sufficient to attract capital.
Here in Louisville, time and again,
appeals were made to capitalists to
build a system of water works. Final-
ly the ta-k had to be transferred to th
city because capital was timid or else
because capital could not afford to
wait, or because it did not have the
directing and controlling power suffi-
cient to command success.
There is nothing more socialistic in
furnishing gas than there is in furn-
ishing water or fire protection, or, for
the matter of that, asphalt streets or
good roads or city schools. The
American people can no longer be ter
rifled by the cry of "socialism," for if
this be socialism, then we are u-ed to
socialism already.
How far have the corporations
proven themselves to be the most ef-
fective agents in the community, in
supplying it with the necessities of
life? The question is difficult. The
first consideration of the corporations
is profit. They have risked little or
nothing, and they have been slow 'to
respond to the growing needs of a
community. Competition keeps the
individual ever on the alert to meet
the reasonable requirements of his
customers. We commend the enter-
prise c.f the merchant and rminufactur-
er and promoter generally who keeps
a little ahead; that is, who anticipates
the future needs of the customers
whom he serves, who is "entebtFlas
We find little of this enterprise in
the corporations serving the Ameri-
can cities either with light or power
or heat or. water or transportation.
What they do they, are driven to do
by public opinion.
On the other hand, no corporations
anywhere are so richly rewarded as
the corporations controlling public
services in great American cities.
These considerations make it clear
that the relation of the city govern-
ment to the citizens had to be remod-
eled, and that the relation of the gov-
ernment to the corporations dealing
with the governMent has titre &hang-
ed. There iS sk, great outer/ joist now
about municipal corruption, tokl there
is great, need to consider that- mani-
festation'mit the .moite it is itivestigat
ed, the clearer will become the fact
that one of the chief sources of this
corruption i5 the corporate greed
grasping at unearned profit through
privileges, bought, not of the city, but
bought of the city's agent through
corrupt, means: bought of agenti•who
betray their principals.
Mrs. W. C. Schofield will open her
vocal class Sept. 1st and will accept
a limited number of pupils. Appli-
cations addresses to her reddence.
408 Smith Third street, will reach her
in Chicago.
J. Walter Cendall, of New Albany,
intl., A well jcnown young citizen.
died Sunday hi typhoid fever,













Admission—General, ac; Grand Stand, sec; Box seats, floc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
Happy Wedlock
A YOUNG COUPLE ()F THIS
CITY WEDDED AT LONE
OAK.
- -
Residents of LaCenter Go To Cairo
to Marry To Surprise -
Friends.
Out at Lore Oak last evening Miss
Mlabel Downs and Mr. Frank Clark
were united in marriage. The couple
have many friends to wish them the
fullest realization of their love
dreams.
Miss Downs that was is the daugh-
ter of Mr. J. S. Downs, of the Downs
marble yards, and is a charming lady.
Mr. Clark ie a popular attache of the
I. C. paint shop and has been a res-
ident of the city for several years.
The couple decided to marry out
at Lone Oak at the home of some of
the groom's people for personal rea-
sons.
Got Marriage Licenses.
'Ed Parry, aged twenty-six, of this
city, and Myrtle Salisbury, aged sev-
enteen, of Brookport. and Frank
Clark, aged twenty-eight, and Mabel
Downs, aged twenty-one, both of this
city, %vete licensed to Marry Satur-
day.
Wed In Cairo.
Sunday in Cale° Miss Eddie Med-
lin and Me. Thomas Steel, of LwCen-
ter, Ballard county, were unitid in
married. It was not an elopement,
but a marriage "juilt to surprise
friends at home."
HIP BROKEN BY FALLING
The Unfortunate Mishap of Captain
Carney Here Sunday.
Capt. Carney, of Shawneetnwo, Ill.,
owner of the steamer Enos Taylor,
was the victim of a pectiliar accident
Sunday afternoon. He is a cripple,
having had his right leg cr• Off -hove
the knee year: ago. d • the
levee he slipped on a loo' r 't " mist
fel/ with Alltfi force upon stump
of his leg as to break hie hip. Dr.
Robertson reset the fracture.
DR. W. WYMAN
MUCH ESTEEMED.
South Assured She Will Have Irrompt
and Effective Care.
Washington, Aug. 7.—Dr. Walter
Wyman, surgeon-general a the ma-
rine hospital service, has been con-
tinuously connected therewith since
1876, lie is one of the mo-t earncst
men in public life, and is universally
popular here. As the Louiviana au-
thorities have succeeded in having the
general governinent take charge of
the yellow fever situatic_n the people
of the South can rest assured that in
Dr. Wyman they will have a. man who
%sill resort promptly to every method
to stamp out the disease.
It will interest people of the South
and particularly those of the South-
west, to know that Dr. Wyman is a
native of St. Lops, where he gradu-
ated in medicine, and his. father was
ti noted educator, having conducted
lor several generations.--for. he lived
to be a very old ann.—the ,celebrated
Aymart Academy at Alton. pl. At
that splendid institution of learning
thousands ot boys- received their pre-
paratory training, and many who be-
cam/ distinguished in after years in.
rl states ME-
Southwest, and quite a' number who
went to the far South attended the
Wyman aca re-, an
who wgifin a
member the 411111(vissurgeon-genera:,d, 
there.
sti
For some t own reason fly- stir-
geon-general i:he marine h-opitar
service is paid flinch less than ,hr 4117-
geans-general of,tike army and navy.
And in the fitcosOrthe fact, too, that
the former has harder work to do and
rin tunch., more of it specmio's., eciltrlisyr during e-ar(beseit
appealed to ithveral 1411E4 oliiiiirease
Dr. Wyman's pay, but .so far no action
has been taken. lit
•14511;Fredetiele " 
wap blown from the guards of a Lake
Michigan.- steamer, in a gale Sunday
and drowned, lie was employed on
the craft.
Fmsr men in Ail W;g11-14ATI
kr.. for assault-tin 41Ver 
arc in danger of beinskrlynched.
will take safe guarding to save the
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a. 'Vincennes at Plineeikin. t
veas no ball game here today. Rains
had left the balk grounds too soft.
SUNDAY'S GAME.
In the presence of a large crowd
Sunday the Paducahans lost to the
sVinceituria' this making the series an
THOUGH THE LOCALS BROKE' even break: There was no features
EVEN ON SERIES WITH to--•the gama:dthe'r than the Hbme
VINCENNES. team seemed tsi let the visitors out-
play them. The result:
PADUCAH
STILL LEADS
Cairo Was an Easy Victim Yesterday

















Paducah 4, Cairo 2.
Vincennes-Princeton, no game be-
cause of rain.
A Pitchers' Rattle.
',I:rakes and .Morgan were pitted
against dna; other in 'a pitchers' bat-
tle yesterday at League park in the
first amicaciag.rtha ;pc r ie betwees Pa-
ducah . and Cairn. The former was
the better and won his game by the
scene elf 4.to a.
tolnie 'teres fairly interesting,
but there wilt uoienthusiasm. Up to
the eighth' inning the Indians had
the Tadpoles shut out.
Morgan got 'his Irnmpsofti the sixth
inning, when the Indians ma* four
runs. Gilligan bad gone nut
from !Hughes, Nlicaain sin-
gle hantion reached first
throw, Mk-Clain go-,
in gel thin Bohamion stole 114V•
on ti he *id McClain scored on
Ta short right, Taylor
n the throw to the
111 Tayl nt to third on a
wi ch. sty grounded to left
for base zit Taylor netted. Potts
di gan to pughes, Perry going
to d Lloyd singled to. right
and scored Land went out
from ed to Hughes.
Hug started the eighth by fly-
ing to Perry. Blackburn singled to
lejbAtØ on Gerard's opt he went to
Morgan hit a groursder that
t t4 a high bound over GilTigan's
14 and Blackburn scored. Flem-
ing...swept out from Frakes to Gilli-
gan.
In the *MI Marre tripled to the
s Socials honsis and scored on
'd oat. Potts to Giligan. Roland and•
Taafe were easy outs.
There vsas in attendance of about
2063.
The official ritnn ma r y
Cairo  ab
Fleming. cf.  4
.._ 
Collins. If.  4
Roland, as. .....
Taafes c.  4























- — — —
Totals.  30 2 5 24 71 2
dricati  ab r bh po a e
Gilligan. ili  4 0 i 12 0 0
McClain. lf.  3 7 1 1 10 0
Bohannon, yb 4 1 0 14 n
Taylor, cf.  3 2 2 0 T
Perry. es. I TNI 1 3 o
Potts. 211.  • 1 0 0 3 4
Lloyd. rf  301210
Land, c. ..... 1 00 5 1 o
Frakee.   2 0 0 0 1 0
— — — —
Notals,  26 4 6 27 14 1
tirsgs
Cai,to otiotionot t-2 5
„Pad iseah g0000pcs es a-4, 6 t
rut term, rens, Cairo 2. Three base
hit, 'Macre. Stolen Uses, Bohannon,
Tayle v. Sacrce 'Poets. Fraitee,
Gerar t. Double plays, Roland to
Mhrre. Left on bases, Cairn 3. Pa-
flit by pitdiett ball, Land.
Struck out, by '141targan aStry Fraftea 5.
Basea r in balls, off Morgan 3, off
Fsakes t. 'Time of game so. Um-
Ore—Kt, bitz.
Ey Innings.
4 5 6 7 g 9—r h e
No Game at Princeton.




Paducah  0 4 2
Though it was posted here Sun-
day evening that the gairoites had
°ideated the Princeton, 'this was nof
the case. The result '61 the game,
which was played at Cairo, was a
victory for the Indianans. The de-
feat was a had one for the Mud Wal-
lopers. Summary: r b e
Princeton •  6 6 T
Caine  513 4
BASEBALL NOTES.
.Paducah again takes the top.
Fleming made a nice running catch
of Land's fly in the fifth.
Taylor had two hard runs after
flies in center, but he got them.
South will pitch today for Padu-
cah. He will probably be opposed to
Bittrolff.
The morning practice has resulted
in the locals putting up a superior ar-
ticle of ball in every department of
the game.—Cairo Telegram.
'Hughes and Roland came "near
mixing in the sixth inning. Roland
'had made a bad throw to Hughes, but
it seems he blamed Hughes, who
walked across the diamond and gave
Roland a shove. Capt. Macre inter-
fered and prevented further trouble.
Piatt jumped the Cigar Signs
last Thursday night. The matter was
kept quiet, but it leaked out at last.
--Cairo Telegram. T'I3is jumping oc-
curred Thursday and on Saturday
you print the story. Now wasn't the
"secret" kept quiet long? How you
strain at a gnat to make a mountain
item. s c
Says the Cairo Telegram: "1n Lem-
on, Downing, Land and Mat,taiassa the
league undoubtedly has fever star
catchers and it would be an extreme-
ly diffictilt matter to find their equals.
Each possesses a superiority over
the other in some partienlar point
in the game, but taken as a whole,
they are fairly well balanced, and it
...nem be a "bard matter to pier -the
best one.'
Alter Morgan was touched up in
the sixth inning he got the idea that
the distance from the pitcher's box to
the plate was too far so it was meas-
ured. It wila only five inches in ex-
cess of the prescribed limit, not
enough to raise a howl about But
he had to have an excuse for being
pounded. There was a rumor that
Caro would protest the game, but
the Tadpoles are surely not suel‘ba-
hies. Rill Frakes didn't kick.
Cairo's heavy slugger-a could not
do anything with Frakea.
The Cairo Telegram takes this
shot at Princeton's parrot: "Tacks
Parrott, of whom great things were
expected, didn't amount to a handfnl
of shucks. He batted at .333 in the
Cotton States and yet he gave a per-
formance with a stick yesterday that
was laughable. Biddy had him
breaking his spinal column in an en-
deavor to connect with his chary out-
curves. Tacks may have been a
good man some two hundred years
ago, but at the present time he is
out of the game or at least ought to
be."
It seems the Princeton franchise
hae been offered to Hopkinsville and
declined with emphasis. The New
Eve of Saturday says. "'Do you
want Priaceton's franchise in the K.
1. T. league?' plaintively telephoned
President Charles W. Brown this
morning. And an emphatic answer
of jnat two letters went back to Pa-
ducah as swiftly as the wire could
take it. 'No.' Hopkinaville is out of
professional ball for the present sea-
son. Now, next year—but that's an-
other story. Let Farribaker reap the
Cure For The Blues
ONE MEDICINE THAT HAS NEVER FAILE11
Health Fully Restored and the Joy of
Ufa Regained
When epbeerful, brave, light-hearted
woman is suddenly plunged into that
perfection of misery, the BLUES, it is
a sad picture. It is usually this way;
She has been feeling "out of aorta.'
Its' some time; head has ached and
back also; has slept poorly, been quite
nervous, and nearly fainted once or
twice; head dizzy, and heart-bests very
fast; then that bearing-down feeling,
and during her menstrual period she is
exceedingly despondent. Nothhat
pleases her. Her doctor says 'Cheer
up. you have dyspepsia; you will be
all right soon."
But she doesn't get "all right," and
hope 'vanishes; then come the brood-
ing, morbid, melancholy, everlasting
BLOM.
Don't wait until your sufferings have
driven you to despair, with your nerves
all shattered and your courage
but take Lydia E. Pinkham's 
gone,
Compound. See what it did for
Mrs. Rosa Adams, of 819 12th Street,
Louisville, Hy., niece of the late Gen-
eral Roger Ranson, C.15. A. She writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkhamr--
" I cannot tell you with pm and Ink what
Lydia R. Pinkbain's Vvetable Compound
has done for me. I serecl with female
troubles, extreme lassitude, 'the bias,'
and that feelinig. Iwas
Tirtvsdarl to try Lydia R. flakhana's V
=2;s
and
it not only cured my l=
t, but It has restored mato perfect
health and strength. The buoyancy of my
r days has returned, and I do not ant-iZrionger with despondency_ as I did be-
fore. I cosasscier Lydia R. Finkbaea's V
table Compound a bum to sick and
W021110. "
It yen her. some dorangamasma of
Mas timmalo organism writs Mrs.
PfusElsiss. Lyn's, Msars.„ tor advice,
harvest of his folly in wreaking a pet-
ty spite on local magnates by drop-
ping the Browns in the Henderson
conspiracy."
Pittsburg Coal No slack, no slate,
so clinkers.
THE W. C. T. U.
An Evangelical Meeting to Be Heed
Next Thursday,
The Paducah W. C. T. U. will
meet next Thursday afternoon at 3:30
o'clock in the lecture room of the
First Baptist church. This will be
an evangelistic meeting and will be
conducted by Mrs. Julia Miles. The
topic chosen for consideration is
Love, and members are requested to
give a favorite passage of .scripture
rekating to this subject.
Miss H. F.. Brooks wi:1 read an ac-
(-omit of Miss Vs'illard's religions de-
velopment.
A most cordial invitation to all in-
terested in the cause is extended.
Get You a Certificate of Health.
The many quarantine rules along
the line of the I. C. raillroad make
traveling over the road' south very
uncertain. /t would be well for all
travelers southward to read the many
bul4etina in the offices of the line
named and to get well provided with
health certificates 'before leaving
les: guarded points.
CREMATED IN A HOTEL.
Dallas, Tex., Aug. 7.—Fire this
morning destroyed the Hopkins
-boarding house. Mrs. Taylor, aged
6o, and grand-daughter, aged twelve.
weer burned to death. The proprie-
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(Concluded From Page One.)
had the interest of the citizens' health
at stake but did not believe any ye!-
law feysr would get into Paducah, as
the mayor and health board were
watching condi•ions closely. Couns I-
man Kolb also favored leaving the
questica to the board of health.
When. asked for an opinion City
'Solicitor Puryear said the council had
power to pass an ordinance providing
for a quarantine, but he believed the
state board of health could raise a
quarantine. No action was taken.
Mayor Yeiser was instructed to ad-
vertise two lots at Tenth and Clay
-streets for sale. •
The mayor stated the electric
switch of the street car company
spurted out mud and water when pass
ed over. The matter was referred to
the board of public works.
Mayor Yeiser states sometimes
good suggestions come from newspa-
pers. He said a local paper had spok-
en of oiling the streets to keep down
dust and disease. It was referred to
the board of public work*.
The mayor, acting on the request
of the light committee, recommended
that some action be taken to reduce
the light bill. It was referred to the
joint light and finance committee.
The board of public works reported
thart Mr. Herzog had refused to give
property to make a street to the new
school house in Mechanicsburg and
recommended that enough of his prop
City be condemned to make a fifty
foot street. lit was concurred in.
The board of public works recom-
mended the fill on Bockman street
from Sixth to Seventh be dedicated
and it was referred to the city solici-
tor.
Nineteenth street was ordered open-
ed and several other minor improve-
ments were ordered
A statement from the board of pub-
lic works was tb the effect that it was
locating the places for the street
names and would report later. It gave
the int( rmation that the cost was go-
ing 'to be greater than generally ex-
pected. The board was granted fur-
ther time.
The engineer gave a calculation that
concrete gutters on Broadway be-
tween Ninth to Eleventh street would
cost $1,5oe. He stated at present
there was a fall of but t*,/$ inches to
the Too feet, which is very small. The
fi!th that accumulates in these gutters
is awful and cannot be run off unless
there is a bigger fall. Concrete gutters
*ere reconsmended. The city solici-
tor's opinion was that the property
owners would have to pay most of the
cost and two-thirds of the property
owners would have to petition for it.
The matter was tabled.
Property owners in Little's addition
petitioned the council to grade and
gravel their street, agreeing to pay
2.5 centa per front foot of the cost. A
report of the board of public works
was to the effect that the streets
would first have to be dedicated. The
repent was concurred in.
, The board recommended an ordi-
nance providing for brick sidewalks
on Third street from Adams to Broad
street. The board refused to order
:rch an ordinance, which allows the
ptoperty owners to lay any kind of a
sidewalk they desire. From- Ken-
tucky avenue to Adams street the side
walks are to be concrete.
The board of public works recom-
mended that where the drainage is
bad on outlying streets that concrete
gutters be laid, one-half of the glitter
and all of the curb to be paid for by
the property owners and one-half of
the glitter by the city. This, recom-
rOndation was also concurred' in.,
Secretary S. A_ Fowler, of the board
of public works, informed the council
of the awful filth in alleys in the heart
of the city. He stated the ordinance
reV111/11ittor aanitation. Was openly vio-
l:steel anal a personal visit to several
alleys was a surprise to him. The or-
dinance was ordered rigidly enforced.
The treasurer' report shrweel a
balance on band of Sts9.2311.2s.
Account' 'mounting to $2lin73.66
were allowed.
An ordinance regulating the use of
Means Our Kentucky Coal 'will give the most
public highway, was given final pass-
age.
An ordinance regulating the speed
of automobiles was given final pass-
age.
An ordinance amending the license
ordinance fixing a license of $25 per
annum for coal dealers, and $35 for
coal dealers handling hay, feed, lime
and cement was given first passage.
An ordinance providing for side-
walks, curbs and gutters on Jefferson
street from Fourteenth to Eighteenth
strers, the sidewalks, gutters and
curb.; to be concrete, was given- first
passage.
An ordinance fixing a license of $3
per annum on bootblacks was tabled
on motion of Councilman Barnett.
An, ordinance was ordered brought
in makidg it unlawful to ring str-et
car gongs unnecessarily.
The water mains were ordered ex-
tended on "Lays avenue, Goebel ave-
nue, Jones street, Jarrett street,
Eridg stret and Kincaid street.
A 'phone of the East Tennessee Tel
ephone company was ordered placed
upstairs in the city hall.
Councilman Gilson moved that
three electric ceiling fans be put in
the council chamber, which was refer-
red to the public improvement com-
mittee with power to act.
George Yopp was granted a saloon
license at Thirteenth and Clay streets.
George Wolff petitioned for a li-
cense to conduct, a saloon at Fifth
and Finley street. A petition with ai
names in favor of the license, and •
with.24 names against it were present
ed. The license was granted.
A resolution exempting Carnes &
Hill, brick manufacturers, from taxxa-
tion for five years, was given second
passage.
Councilman Riglesberger said he
had been asked to establish a pOund
in Mechanicsburg, where many hogs,
cows and horses run at large. It was
referred to the public improvement
committee. •Counicilman McBroom
stated that there was an ordinance
against cows running at large at night
and horses and hogs at all times. He
insisted on influence being brought to
bear on police headquartees to enforce
the law. Councilman Taylor stated
the proper person to enforce the laws
was the chief of police, and said if he
didn't enforce them the city should
get a chief who would. It is stated
that the police department had re-
fused to send after animals after they
are taken up by citizens. On motion
of Councilman Riglesberger the board
of police and fire commissioner-. was
requested to have Chief Collins en-
force the stock ordinance, also the
dc,g ordinance.
ton motion, the board adjourned.
Pittsburg coal is proving to the peo-




Reciprocity Proves a Good Thing for
All Parties and Trade Increases.
Washington, Aug. 7.—Whether
they gratefully appreciate the people
of the United States for ,their aid and
encouragement in becoming freemen.
or whether they look out for their
interests for economical reasons, the
Cubans are buying much more heavily
from the United State, than from any
(slier nation. The bureau of statis-
tics has just compiled figures show-
ing that for the last calendar year the
stuff imported by Cuba from all coun-
tries amounted in round numbers to
$77,000,000. Of this amount the Cu-
bans tor& $32,000,000 from the United
Ftates, $12.000s000 from Great Britain
and about $1o.000,000 from Spain. Op-
erations for the year show by the sub-
stantial increase that the reciprocity
treaty with the United States has been
a good thing for both countries.
Cuba also sold very heavily•tei us
during the year, the total trade'
amounting to about $74,000,000. Her
trade in exports to other countries
was small in comparison, being only
about $6,000,000, with Great Britain,
which was something less than for
the previous year.
Our sale: of cotton goods last year
in Cuba showed An increase of over
537 per cent. It is also noted that all
lines of trade in the United States are






We carzy an extensive aiLart-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and•foreign—
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all‘ the old favorite







Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
. those made elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnish all








Ir: fact, anything .in Rubber Stump






The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756,
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
IIIMRS11111111111111111111111MOMIMMINIM1111111
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
I.AUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, tog; RESIDENCE, 316.
heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
Family Lump, well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut 10c bu
Place your order for coal with us
West Kentucky Coa
Both phones 254:'
Large Egg 11c ̀bu.
Nut 10c bu.
Successors To U. S.
Gas, Coal Coke 'Co
- -U-eat
Office Foot of Ohio Street
1, The navy department is preeiding
borne of the warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington spesial tit
She New York World. It cwasisto el
an elliptical stopper tube somewhat
illattened. with air-tight eompara
'Rents, strengthened by fine. The
Rabe la isoesed in cork, wound with
Jeanette and mad* absolutely water
oht. Attached to this float is a
rope netting three feet deep, front
5
 hich is suspended • wooden slatted
ttons. The netting is suspended
:
the inner side at the fioat si ore
p
pige whish travel on Lai/leave a
t the bottom rests 'ts :ha propel
Sion. no matter whichgide of the
oat falle upon the water when it
* thrown overboard. It does net re
=to be Hotted, adeusted asedi about; it Is ready for service
A. memstst It strikes the wales
Oars are attached to the aides of the
tlImet to propel It when It is occupied.
' Sitetagli permeate cannot get on this
lean to oink M. said, ultimo the life-
Omsk It cannot ascotss or founder,
, Rho • raft, go to pleats against
sides of • ship.
The war department is eonsideriag
%e advisability of equipping army
nsporta with the sante sort of
(PIED OF ANCTEITT 1TZOL j HELPS FIJK HUOSEKEEPERS.
habeeere at Wilitearesbara, 111. T., Die
earth What Appear. to 114
Old Ileavessly Visitor.
What seemed to be fragmcata of a
aaagnetic iron meteor, which may have
&meander' to the earth ceuturies ago,
gran discovered the other day by some
kborers who are excavating a cellar
Po Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
gtreet, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die.
/every was made at a depth of 40 feet,
lt being necessary to remove a hill 36
feet high before the sidewalk level was
peached.
Upon reaohing a ten-foot depth In
Ike cellar excavation ,the men came
bpon the hard substenoe, and at first
believed It nothing butoolid rock. Its
pxtraordinary weight, however, made
lhem examine it more, closely. and
Preen they cut into a large plee• of
She matter they found the interior was
a solid notes of iron ore. beneath a
imrface several inches deep of hard'
armed yellow clay.
The search was extended further1
and the men came upon a perfectly
brined ape's head and also a rams
head. All the matter Was turned over!
So Frank N. Schell, tile centractor,
erbo will transfer the relics to some
'Museum.
"It appears to me," nit! Mr. Schell.
"11that when this meteor fell, perhaps
iettouries ago, it struck the earth like
le shower of hallstoneh would. That
elm pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow *lay which nee
lesounta each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
)iIloettairtan Devi** of Special Merle
C. Me Placed on geese .5th.
Warships.
t.
FAUTIC AL SCHCAL AT MANILA.
v ---
rsow °Metals to Do Mverytklass Tess . et* te Inerease M111#fenc.y
of the tastiontlea.
LNaval offiedals at Manila hitend to do
erything possible for th success of
pee nautical school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
anish government. It has been in
F
n
barge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
ited States navy, who was recently
tached trim that duty and ordered
ome for complicity in certain irrer
ar business relatien• with army sub.
istenoe officers at ..efanila. Anothel
Meer has been placed in charge of the
stitutien.
The school offers a free education te
'residents of the Philippine islands in
;
uoh professional duties as will equip
be cadets to perform the duties of
masters and officers of merchant vele
!eels. But, while the education I. chief.
y of a technical and a professional ma-im
ore, the students also are given broad
d liberal instruction in the general
anches of mathematics, geography;.
ammar, English and history.
, It is contemplated to provide the
etelhool with a practice ship to cone-
l
h
ine practical with theoretical instruo
on in navigation, seamanship, and
e general requirements of the pro-




Wireless Telegraphy fer Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
he bureau of equipment, will point
pat in his annual report, says a Newa
work Herald dispatch from Washing.
, the necessity of equipping Amer.
esan men of war with& system of wire.
limn telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recant,-
emend the system to be adopted for the
paval service.
. Believing that Commander Richard-.
hob Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
pork, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long thgt a wire-
less telegraph expert be seat to Eng-
Med to represent the navy in the
Wale of the two new systems da
paioped by Lloyd's agency.
,
' Iffeetrtelty on Now York Coalfield.
0 Electricity for the New York Cow
Oral railroad, at least to equip it.
fiaes from the city's limits to the
prand Central station, is more thee
p possiblity of the near future. It is
paid that an electric enoine, in many
pit its details unlike anything now in
pervice, has been perfected, and thee
Olt will soon have a trial. If its sum
*ma is as great as is promised, steam
politer may pass from the Grand I e .
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100 per oat. al
Pain semen roma
Noma at information Pertaining to
Osainary Department—Some
Excellent Dishes.
Alumiaum is now being used es
,ensitely as a material for toilet arth
ales. It has advantages over silver
ea being light in weight and neves
tarnishing, while it costs less and cat
be treated in an equally rtistp moo
ser, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
s reliable cue to begin operations
For instance, have • small can of it
Ind mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too,
;ill of consrotime in which is dis-
solved half as ounce or even leas
reliiiine. Put this into paper cases
ar into little china molds and set
in lee for as long a time as necea
.ury, or longer, and unmold when
terving.
614 potatoes should always be
?laced over the stove in cold water
anti new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old ohtstoes steed in ice we
ter for ua hour or two after peelihs
and befo.re cotoong.
Epicurean butter is served with
erilied inputs, etc. To 'Lehr it, put
two tablespoonfuls of flesh butter
at a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the poiut of a eii
/er knife • mixture of cayeitue,
mixed heeb powder, minced parsley,
lemon jeice , and mushroom powder
When this is accomplished, set it. or
the lee, id as soon as solid stamp it
into uatnty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made 1v3
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
ehopped olives and a tittle mayon
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peals
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
ailing and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
used in doughnuts and fried drop
cakes, causing the dough to burst out
in very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unahapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.
ler makes the dough rise slowly, an
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, If you would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense Lost, that they
may have time to rise before • brown
Growl in termed, or let them stand
las minutes to rise, mad *ea pot
them into a ho* oven.
°roamed chfeeea or creamed ewer*
breads may tees the place ig creamed
oysters., and are really mere whole-
some and mere easily proeured. Par.
boil the ow eettreada and pick them
&Poet: to Peet pate allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fine.
fit* these eta a pint of cream sauce
Where ch ,en is used, to each three
pounds of 'lichen that has been most
"irefully eoiled and cut into dice al-
low a cart of mushrooms and a pint
ef cream -suce.
FASHIC ilABLE
ettesettv• Vesture. of Ill'alsts nod
Goys* •er Sommer Wear—A
Sea -son ept
--- —
Apropos of 'ee.. ale it may not be
amiss to hint the: p return of the
pannier °verse': in persistently
threatened, says e faahion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and •
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waist* are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Perla gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
rovrns ate again made with two OT
three of these counted on a settle
'oundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
twe shades of red, or are In red and
black.
There is a new China silk which I,
listinguished by perpendicular line*
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
Jeep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
race threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any oolor desired.
This is to be • season of ruffles
Quite a number as' the new fancy
waists are made :with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
est the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and aometivees two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jsebot and concealing the fase
tening of the bodice.
Keep the Mother TO111111ff eked nappy
This charming power to throw away
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belonp
exclusively to babies. We took onte
reasons liberties with mother's sweet
facie when we lay cooing in her arras
Hid she was the happiest of women is
sonsequence. Is it not a pity that
through OUT years of neoeseary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
,:own? No girl. I am sure, could pose
tibly misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn sob.. considers.
Olis into foolish -idienle. What I
many mean la that many matters
would be improved if a sense of Immo*
died its light spun hem; and this ass
beat be it000mplials el by gitise—Mobee
La iambi Jesup* I
A JUNGLE "IMAM"
1M A COUNTY ID m hence'uthern  and
11 leas than a decade ago there still re
wined a rural section which the people in
the towas designated as the "jungle," a term
of contumely handed down from a peria
when this poetic a tht cpuaty was isolated
impeesalie roads and covered with dense
tisbere The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon con-
veyed the family to church on Sundaes when
the people ea the prairie rode ia "swing
wagons" or owned buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is still
frequently seen, the square log house with
ens room and a boxed-up kitchen at the aids
The lights streaming through the eaesmaIl
wiadow showed such decorations on the
walls as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pew
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
it the hunt, while on winteroveninge the
gle.ring firelight from the cavernous fira
place threw shadows in and out among the
eetoons of onion'', a dried pumpkin, aloe
"middlin's" suapendetinfrom the rafters.
The house in which nester Lane was bora
steed in • small cleared spare in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to lemma
hood with no wider experience with the oat
ride world than the weekday walk to the
seareat village, and an annual journey to thr
twenty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the tge,
of si7., when she must trudge each day lot
le miles to the district school. But achoel
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "schoolin' " because
the girls married and had no use for it,
there were no bachelor maids in the "jun.
gle." Marriage was a certainty about whisk
there could be no doubt.
Hitter lane being whet the cativat of the
"jungle" cued a "good, smart girl." It
was expected she would make a good mieteh.
If the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was because
fiester's hand trained the morning glet7
vines over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy,
hocks and priaces• feathers. Tin peas
and pails shone nowhere *lee with suck
brightneas and luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Besides
Heater had pieced more patchwork quilts
ea the long winter evenings than any abet
girl in eh* "jungle," where a feather bed
and bedding and a cow was the dowry *TM
bride was expected to bring to her he.
band.
Hester had her choice between Squire
Bludsoe's eon William and "Jim" Gillian.
whose father vas the big land owner la
the "jungle" and could set off ten acres
fee the young people to start out with. Be
Mg a prudent-minded young woman, Fle&
ter took "Jim" and Ile wedding (Ley wee
set for Octorber.
Squire Bludsoa, whet had "tied the knot'
La every marriaes ceremony which had
taken place la tits "jungle" fee a deceit&
edinated, and serpplemeated the
wit4,q each solemn advice as he dmr.ri
neesseary he the young people to take A
Vnrts In the "jangle" was a quiet affacelebration being the 'Inbar" an theday, whin the Twang husband web
his bride to his father's how
Tine and tread Hester looked an do
sat bootie "Jim," so the boat wet it the
pew wsOta in her lafair" trees of "ski
bine delsiaa• trimmed with white lam as
the Mlles, and bar last mane. hat re.
&aerated with freak glebes bows. This
pan away oostam• represented the
we the eels et eery and butter al=
truan adomerias for many weeks. It wasa," too, a sewing machiste not
=one of the heenrise a the Lane
wriarrering lesion, teem. The citableas they were, the einfatr" gueee,
were arranged la a semicerele around the
mem. and "Jim" and Rester eat down
sear tke open door. The company, the
elder nesenisers Bret, mew forward one *
ass and -alutek them by the hand and la
heed their congratulations. Them wee
• ewe phrase In which the good wish*.
eedd some/wed. "I wish you much joy,"
messed each aeighbor, solemnly, an est
dawn again. Thom them was Wows la the
roma the guests staring blankly at the
beide and groom, who relieved their one
berseamsent by mataiesal whispers to each
ether.
enlivened the festivities of the "
When ilhe jests and witty serinot
 
i=
were exhausted some it the older folks lee
pa retniaisoimang it former wedding so
saideas.
"Ns enreees how the world does change."
said Undo "Anne Taylor. He and Ma
wife, "Ansi Laura," were the
it tten &Zees." "Yon young toteSerlis
Pet and start out in the world
nowadays don't know what hard times are
Yoe've /amber I. floor your house with,
and a rook stays, and you can bey bode
and ehah-e and table already mads
WutiS so Si ruin ads when Laura and I
get talked.
"Laura lived at old Kaskaskia. H.
father had owns ever on to the Illinois side
from Kentucky, ead I, being a roving elute
and tired el Teeneeme hills, turned up there
en. day and went to work for Ides_ Seed.
Lag was all done by hrnd la those days.
Laura helped in the ecru planting. We fell
love and were married. One day shoo
WO I took Laura up behind me on s harms
end with all our worldly goods tied In a
bundle we started out to seek curl
in & new pantry. Ws never 
we reached the "jungle," and =lup g
Owe of land and 'guilt a cabin. I made al
the furniture with my own hands, tied
molted ea the ()eels in the florpisoe. I had
oe go to At, Unto for almost everytkiag
Is those Says. and Lawn staid alone in the
wilderness, but the endiens Imre gone, and
there wesn't anything more dangoroue I.
the woods than varmints and wildcats."
"Anil we didn't have Infahe &tenors bi
those days," said 'Jim's' father. We hal
turkey and venison, which we shot in'
wood', and for take and pie we had good
tern penes baked in the coals on the hearth.
wedding dress like Hester here, but to
'Anew' mother didn't have a stem-boleti
Linsey woolsey she wove herself and card
the wool for it, too. There wasn't no toe
hats is them dam the girl was proud irks
mold let • bit of calico to maks a ambito.
see*
There would have been more stories of the
toed old day. when simplicity reigned se
wedding 'huts, but the men matt blurt
sway for the "house-raising," and Wart
Ike ma went down ,he lop, "Jim" bad
atreftilly hews and piled on a pretty POI
ea the ten ewes were in their plass% seid
pew home was ready in the "land •
hells* ermine "Bill" Bludeee, am-
suitor, to show that he eberi.hed se
lironght ids fiddle and there wee a
I. the new house, • "Itetemewees.
Is and the wedding festivities were helm
"Jim" and Hester still live in the
efsmslak but the little -beam has edam
towns added to it, sad a seatpleket hoes
pad well-kept orchard and garage sw4.
Imee the prosperity whisk in
',sneer tato a progrsidestsalitrl
unity and ths "lake mad
will nose be, hal, a Mew
if • aisitgroan• ma& ,Citletaaps 'Mem
&NDIAL ?SIC/10MM/
tuastioss Suggested by the Pixy
liar Habits of Raccoons.
eptalone of a Southern Olnier••r UI
IA. Ways of the Seemingly at.,
tetugeet dAttie Deninciut
el the Woods,
aseatinal psychology is to be studied,
I see, in Paris," said an observant
vitizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
subject up in • seutematio way. That
is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
loubt be productive of much interest.
lug data. Heretofore what ecicatista
have said along this line, and in -fact
ell they have learned, has been of s
theoretical nature, sue) it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the purely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
.vhich would place animal psychology
tmong the so-called exact sciences.
But it has occurred to me that ohosy,
eustling center of populution.rwhert
ale may find so much that is artificial,
,o much that is out of harmony with
.he natural order of things, would
not be the place to prosecute in an
ratelligerit and satilfectory way a
itudy of this interesting subject.
Surroundings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor-
'unite for the observance of mental
proctonet in the lower order of life,
dthough, of course, much may be
earned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
itaten these scientists might find much
fats that would give them a more
iellaite (Orly to the reasoning meth-
ids of animals of the lower order.
Mat little trick of theoppossum, for
estance, when he feigus death: shows
in element of shrewdness %loch one
-arely finds in orders of intelligenoe
lupposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
hy is It that he will leap up on one
ilde at a tree and then jump as far as
can from the other side? It is
rick. lie is trying to fool the dog
.hat is after him by making him he-
ieve be is up the tree. The 'coon has
aracticed this game for so long that
ao well trained dog will ever howl up
4 tree until he has circled around it
overtl times to see if the game has
tot resorted to ihe usual mak tobe ieva
'Why is it that a 'noon, when the
:rue is falling under the effect of the
water's as, will scamper dower C e
rank of the tree toward the stumeil
de has two reasons tor doing it. In
:be first place, unless th• 4og knows
el• business, he will rush out is the
tirection of the failing tree. believing
the game will scamper out from the
op. In the second place, he reasons
kat It is safer for 'body and limb
's either •vent he is reareming shoat
b• thing. it is a mehologecal proo
'as. Instances haver bees reported
ty hunters nf where 'coons ereuld
cap front the top of falling trees.
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who woidel
-tang around the stump ttatil they
"acid scamper down the trunk of the
.re,. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make.'
7oncluded the observant citizen., "is
'bat the woods ar fited wile tilos'
evidence% which might give the see
tntista • clew to the reasoning meth.
ads of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Soossoisal Mangos la rim rello• ad
O•rtsaln ROILIBill sad litird•
ilyslekly °emir.
A polar bear would not have a
thence in stalking seals if it were
if a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nose
rhe sailors who first lauded on vani
pis unknown arctic shores and bey,
itated that the bears used to oeee
them for seals, and begin to et.ilt
.hern at a considerable distence, lytns
town fiat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-knovvn pho-
aegraph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an it" hummock, when
they would get ue. peer over to ACO
,f the "seals" wre. alarmed, and
eriggle 'on again. The sailors added
lost they could always see the black
lose when the bear got up near, and
'owed that the bear put his paw o'er
ii muzzle to hide it. The arctic
',lies, the "blue" beam the ptarmigan.
yper and es tnizie all undergo the sen
onal change to white by an identicsil
erocess, says the hoodoo Spectator.
ntr hair or feathers, as the ease
night be. lose color and tarn white
ty ohat may almost be described so
ti Instantaneous process. In the
'ores and bird. the white comes is
otches; but the speed of the colia
• kb an ga is remarkable. There are
tinny stories of people whose hair•
las turned white 'Tenn shock "th a
tingle night." due ieug by the bird.
end foxes, these stoove must be true
No one ever sees the process of fade
ng going on. The feather or oetilt
if fay which was brown or to eie•
;ray suddenly whitens,. Yet no k,le
Ian &enmity seen the color going
The explanation ususly eves IA that
t takes place by night. There oteerus
so "half way" tint ',tweets. tits whit,
leed the original eolor.
in oat et enit Rain.
The Tether—I sir so glad Jeslut get
%looted to email's&
The Mother—Yes, Iles a great re.
Sof. He has tried, asa away ways el
*rising • living, ma 110011.9—Dslwalli
"wow.Mmene. —.)
SWITCH GIRLS THEY LOVIL
re/tattoo That Is Indulged
In by Seams Tsang People La
Pennsylvania.
At Shamokin. Pa., some queer one-
loms have survived the march of proge
reas among the Poles and Russians.
him of these observances Is "switerh-
tr.g day." It is a favoroa day foe
bashful lovers, for ewiftnises of limb,
realer than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the belles of the oommunity,
says an eastern exchange.
tor days the man has been in train.
big for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
are wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switmeeing day" arrives.
The man sees before him all the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pick. All he must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the .maid whom he
would have for his wife. It she is
fleeter of foot than he (tad ea/stapes
she is free, If the man Is beloved if
his quarry she seldom Feta away,
though hie feet are eked in leaden
shoes-
"Switching day" at Steamoltia IS
taster Sunday, when all the lads and
Laissee of the country round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's artarting to run is
accepted as a token that she is not
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start is accepted as a proposal, and
ao matter what misfortune may be-
ta his quarry he must provide/or her
all the day% of his future life.
Pathetic indeed was the illustrieticia
of this fact in the case of Susan Maze
Itok, who was by all odds the banib
sceneet girl in the Russian colonies
for marry miles about. elm was Itale
sad slender and her eyes were snare
blue. She was crowned with golds*
hair, which grew In dainty Attests
slate upon her head. Inas Ilasbak
lad more suitors than she Gould as
'apt. and she was vary eoy. Fleet of
foot, the maid bad, since arriving at
a marriageable age, painted mas
"switching day" in safety witboot lbw
eying of her promise.
Miss Manbok until nose ea the res
sent festival oecealon bad stweeede4
I. outdistancing all her parsuera
Many were the room abe bad run. bed
never hitd a switch or • poli of 'wester
some within »whirr, distance of her
petite form. It was then that Andrew
totstneicy, a shrewd young man, who
had purposely waited until Wm Man
bok had become fatigoed, gave chase.
Off darted the maid. and &him ites
toped the pursuer.
Down the railroad trash thee
welshed, all unheeding. So exalted
were both contestanta—the man rosi-
ning for a wife, the girl for liberty—
that the sorproaoh of a train was am-
aotteed. The engine tooted shrill,
sad at It.. blest Mies lfanbolo at
righted, stumbled and fell upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cot oil
below the knees, but the doctor. we
ahe will live. And Kobittaky, regar4
leas of her being a cripple, &oeuvre
that he will keep bee woveere ae wee
her lust as poen 'Zee ee eble es
leave the nurse's care.
LOVE BALLS Ili SHAN STATE&
Voles* aed laterortteg Disemploy
•inorg Young reins is Chi.
ease Empire.
Fred W. Carey has recently limo
traveling through an elation unknoive
part of the Chinese Shan states, whit*
lie between China prepte and Hammett.
In the account of his journey, whit&
be recently read before the Royal
Geographical society, h• spoke most
favorably of the women of the soon
try, though his opinion of the men is
Dot so flattering, says the New Tort
*ca.
In their face and figure. he saya
these Shane resemble the Japanese,
and 'the women are, to say the least,
M SA unconventional and 
faecinatlr g
rs the resemblance ensile The mee
are laa7. good-for-in-thing fellows, whe
never work unless they are absolutely
"bilged to do so. The women toll dur-
ing the summer in tbe rim fields and
spend their time when at home is
weaving eloth and in household dit-
ties. They wear a very pretty Co.
tame, including a long white petee
seat, which hr much mor• biroomths
than the ugly misshapen trousers of
the Chinese womou.
Mr. Carey deserib.es a diversion it
the young people which vary much in-
terested, him. As he Teased through
the villages the girls alas provided
themselves with cotton seed hallo,
which they call love balls. and many
times he was pelted with these love
missiles. Be says they were of eenree
sot Intended to convey any memotge
to him, but at the festivities which
take place during New Tear's these
ecilered bane have a very Important
part to play. On these caeasiono meth-
tete could be more significant to a
young man, for she is very careful ti,
throw it only to the particular poems
%an whom she would like' to marry
Thus she expresses bee prefereno• for
one or another, of thaw swains, If the
young man catches the bah the fact
Is a sure indication. that it. wishee
to wed the girl, and the eagagezneat,
ndglit as welt be sanouneed at ono,
But if he missies the ball, the fact be-
diestes thee he demi not motprocee•
the affection th• maiden deems ha
give him, and riot must itad s loves
elsewhere. At ft h•r time* the gins
Is simply a neele of flirtation, whoa
the maiden or man who fails to matol.
the bald must pay a yorteit to the
throeses.
'boatel rests.
The queen's footmen WM? wigs
whisk have eight rows of earls, where
se times of the wino* of Weeds are al
lowed seven rows, and those if tbe
bird mayor' of London esk are given
TEl ItiVEN011 OF A1111E4114114
— —
ewe unpleaseet ematimitat teems MI
We Well Dovessirew In some
as Them.
• number of authentic anecdotes
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of reveage is very well die
'eloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example.
have long memories olo. they are
subjected. to treatment tnat /curt@
their feelings. Capt. Iihippe, of the
trench army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
riven an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inch
dent when be next* view the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the officer's
for M.
Griffith, the historian, tells **story
of two Indian elephaute at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was *caret and
in great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as • small elephant and
Its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water.• very
Large and straw elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The smeller
elephant, oonselous of his infehow
strength, showed no resentment but
bided his time. One day be etov his
enemy standing broadside by a *ell.
The little fellow suddvtly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the side
and tumhiled him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an lee
discreet person whom he saw teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then 'feeding hint with let.
tuce salad which ne elephant has an3
use for. %hue animal was rather slow
In anger ad he bed Dot fully decided
to be mad MI a half hour had elapsed,
whose be suddenly noised the man's hat
freak his head. tore It into shied* and
flung the fragments into the facto of
his tormentor.
A British marmots* told, awhile
ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as he
was a fighter and never missed a
thanes to mix up in a row. Most od
the dogs in the neighborhood bore
soars as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
etas In a fight. The idea finally ow
warred to them, however, that there
Is strength in ugion, and so one Cote
about a dozen of them went to the
kotne of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an Ina of his life.' The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly died from the woritide
'nfileted. When he recovered from the
scrimmage he en, a changed dog, ear-
lag wholly lost 111.• taste far lighting.
clir Andrew Smith. • roue-gist, told
Oarwin that out. 'day he saw • tame
baboon in South A fries bespatter ei h
mud au effIcer, who, all 'pick it'd spar.,
was on eis way to peo•de Th• enliera
had frequently toai.eti the antenee
',bleb took this offecreve wenn, ..1 re
mare Parrots oleo are .4nrolld tee
animals the* do sot illiesTs issrt. 1 pee
son• who ts-ss.e or melvree them
They tole/elle end e. („, rise
441IIIC coplesuent t11110,14efol• to thuse
alto arc unbind to them.
START (.•4 ,;;:t MOE TRADL
• lliadlad of the Orlielea,i *is
•• rleeed Etittlisitioo 1st boos
too Leather Hasseottioa_
There se to be a rho, end teethes
espositioe in Boston, which voutin.
ars to be the able? market for boots
sad shoes te the (tatted Stairs sod
sae feature of it is to be s repo duo
Oen of the original shoe rectosr ie
the United Statile, swept the N.... y re
tee.
For many years .after the settle-
ment of the Americas ooldnie• so at,
tempt was made to rminufareure•
loots and oboes for the market. faot-
wear being imported from Vreeland .„
ad Prance. This. was a period of
haad-made shoe. eschadvale, s. a ic
"owns large eseeethi in have • 'ewe:
shoemaker, be seppeied all the needs
of the inhabitant* In town. not
arge enough to. enetein • Oiler, cola
eler a trs•eling-sisoemeker went from
eesee to place, stopping a dory ee
week at each.
Ro far as te kaowa, the firet oboe..
rectory It. Maeseteartmetas was size-
eyed In benvere. net fer ?rem the.
eistoric house tie which (lea. Porter.
of revolutionaro fame. wa• Aron As.
-arly as 17S4t vs rii44.4 shoemaker. were.
at work eurrying, rutting lino ...tee,-
making at the original faohity La
Dan ve
The original *hoe factor, of Dan-
epee can, it Is KOK he reproduced.
without melee expense, raid as the.
eoot and shoe interest in \1444s4Thld
neva is ihoso not 01113 crell.CS!,, hildfittirt
hut eajoylog an uranatal emotive of*
eomrwernitte presperity, with a largest.
foretell heehheththan it peer had he.
fore. it is thought prehnb'e thet thee
exhRtitiort will be repreeenteuee ts
many respeete
'The clewt countries to whleh ernew.
'an photon are sent are oaciatrelia,
ienglaredi, the Weet idles, Cape Tome,
Kexioe and Co natio .
- —
How 110 Snvociall.
The man who steta ,he most one ea%
'Ifs is the-one who is •heaes letoklei4
ep, vibe; le dete rroir ed that thlterl
ae does, emery $437.411ACT. he make ,
shell leave hint little higher up,
dttle further or. Teleerti. therefe r •
how to entrui for th• hfeher famish!,
•nstead of thelower. en that the me r
enalitiete rather than the uninial riej
et!, developed. is a problem that els
traits us.--Suceese.
Many Meats Nee.
You will find geed me n.,y men eel
mean, of. whom you did not its-porit et, go

























































































51°UON E tr'd BUREAU.
ST TOM P. MORGAN.
There is a wreck •down at Spoesent
house-a wreck that was formerly a piece
of blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
in question used to be saluted by kis cred
nom as Mr. bpooner.
Viler, before, all was joy, in the highest
octave," now is sorrow aud woe is large
quantities and a dilapidated bureau in re
markably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly as
urn Unfeeling neighboia used to SOMI
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appeara&oe of having come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their hogs
✓an through your cabbage-patch in wild
and bristly freedom, so tie will take their
steers at 50 per oent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
rubject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled over
de happy home. How to. get. it away was
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's enlZ listaghtae, Cydoeiso had,
at legit, bees so fortunate as to sorrel
fearless being, who made her his wife-tad
she was Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
I. not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this time
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudinous. Far from
it! She amply ceased, as a Spooner, tit
make the menu at three daily repasts look
as if attacked by an itinerant sat, and to rr
mark plaintively that woutan's mission or
earth was not clearly defined around tilt
edge..
Nov that their daughter had succeedoe
le eonemitting matrimony in the first
litre*, Yr. and Mop Spooser resolved le
do the proper and appropriate Wag. Aft.,
such Canticular thought, they decided ts
present her the sacred bureau arouse
which eluatered week hallowed as;oideition&
like these antiserum to an old Oafish.
sob..
The seared bureau was located in the
'woad story of tho Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bedroom! How to get it down
plain was the question
The time, several years before, whom
Jas, the draymaa, had mead the pun
derous piece of furniture to the sawed
story window, by means el much rope and
profanity, was still fresh in Spooner's mini
Be remembered that Jeep hui Enamored
the Iseseau, which was an anemone', de
'eloped &lair tad lion had measured the
eauway.
"Too wide for the stairs." was Jags? Yee
Chet.
Se without any more fuse he had pro
einded to haul it up the side of the Inoue
sad introduce it through • window.
But Sp000er considers himself a peer le
the way of macentrated think, to any two
togged dearness' that ever wore • hairy hoe'
tor tor • beard sad chariot 40 phloem */
aver fur earrrati • 30-seat trunk two
blocks. 01 knew, witheet niessurtng. this
the Main) were wide enough for the be
ease. Single-banded and alone ke attacked
the lugubrious piece of (runner' in its own
'motive spare bedroom. 
Bydint of much pulling and se espial
amount of healing, he rieseodod to--trisort
Ina it to the head of the oat rway. la spite
of the fact that it seemed soottaseJly
sock its slaws Into. the. floor, in es Astor
wood *Sort to realm tile departure.
Getting ahead, be carefully lowered the
bureau toward himself The operation was
"sly marred by the toning &widest at am
be drawers slipping out at foe and the
sass time, and all but the Ws ea* bade
leg MRS portion of Spooser's perms as
=felt a wooden shower, upon hba, andbelow is the log" if the stair
say. The last mil heaviest tomer do
parted teem the regular order of proms&
isg and lit, wroag side up, es Sproule'
best shoulders and bowed head. Ifs hold
ai the Maydewer heirloom slipped and the
awed= fell forward Doom him, thehim exactly !..- ..th the Ala
rim 
e
they west, with r.. the ansiteassal
sad celerity that attend the passegs of
lame rushing freatioally down the eorridore
If etas
Spooaer was a trim in &hares of the
bureau when both arrived is the log" ei
the stairway.
The drowses while h.4mede tholodelatte
a few 'meads before, lay Ins confused heap
with all possible corners upward to vol
sem* the no.; hilarious Spooner.
He landed an ail these corners and mo
irs1 more that Deemed to put in an appear.
owe foe that oocasies only, and the ea
shant and vindictive bureau steed spear.
g on its head os his quivering eorporosity.
A wild, wailed yell, m sharp yet so vei•
emisous that It startled the bees out of the
shimmy sad broug'ut Mrs. Spooner to the
lent ef the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shrieked
'What, oh! what has happeeed to it?"
Preeentiy • faun voice piped up from the
tenons of the pile where Spooner was de
keg • eontortioa aot beneath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is uninjured as
ret;" it mid, "but I am mortally wowed
iii by this eatineornatie demon!"
Frighteroql at the awful condition of has
grouse, buried beneath • mountain of re
aureole', hirreture sad with as insurance
.11 his life., Mm. Spooner roe for assist
Jiro. Presently she returned will sough
'or Liliar. Sy his strong arm, the wreck
4 manhood was drown from beneath the
till 'exultant beirloom of the Roundheads
Another mesenrern•nt was inrituted, and
fo-mer decision of Jaw', the drsrman.
roe rondiceted. The bureau would go ne
archer down the "jog," for the stairway
rem mroh narrower from there deem.
SN'ithost a word, but with • terrible dark-
aloe resolve depicted on his coarti
dasiga, and nose several inches out as ash
oluntb, Spooner, assisted by Kilter, set to
work to force tha bureau up to tie top
4 the stairs again. This they suoteeded
is Accomplishing, in spite of the Puritlnical
resietanoe of that rubbers orthodox ahem
• drewere.
Then Spooner roll, it over, and Over,
.n.i. with the neigh' "a Ohl he balaseed
• neonero on no ndn••••1/1
.‘44. la! alStilL.Of si41061 fletridian Ji and
ii ssrándht hitcn to Mt p•ittalemes, 'slew
y eimping twat from the clutches of nip
out "ear suspender bratty's, Spooner, pushed
die bureau, soar thorouahly frightened, out
oirtli• and it burn d through the air like
the S isti bears- notibetmet•or. With
• eta lftliISd Ob tip stone doorstep,
ediritroned eras nothrug but •
of its. ornierNrsndistir,
Wled,ntsiees'• Ygtosble.,Ldoe, of the
p.efstimektelobad. but • ino
• oret. KISS festering . an °venire.
ib 
r
Aroet.,%-•oer .kie lay under the
tugerno-ottly• istinserellothectios, a hairy
siteteisespoi. ,
got no Teddiag present hem her
teener mit Vagina brit • *helot406eareetribt; 
hiharape hod. sbrosiuns aed
ialki 6' lactgh vales of the
ate dog. all. fkk be oblureated
* Am& *Weems* .pbrase that be ems •
tura 'trial is the seer distance.






With Ills Mead fa a Hornet's Newt
Title Soldier Was gate train Om
maceseras rise.
'I was in Chicharnaugs park
short while ago," eaid an old veteran
who had been discussing the reunion
it Memphis, to a New Orleans Times.
Democrat man, "and I was impressed
with the number of old veterans who
still hang around the hills that have
been made memorable in the coun-
try's history by the fierce battle
that was fought there in the '60's
There Is something pathetic about it
to me.
"They are typical of the character
at the man who followed the for
• -**- o ohrsh-lina_
r I
3
FACIE IN A HORNET'S NEST.
knees of the lost cause. But many of
them are full of good stories, and I
recall one story told me by an old
confederate now running a livery
'table in Chattanooga. He is fond of
telling it on himself. It was duriog
one of the preliminary skirmishes at
7.hickamauga.
'The federal troops had revised
the top of the hill, and the confeder-
ates had been forced down an the
ether side. They hid behind stumps
.4 of tress, fell over behind logs and
sought other places of concealment
la their effort to escape Yankee bul-
imia. 'I fell over behind a log, with
my face down,' said the Chattanooga
everyman, 'and I could hear the
Tankee bullets whistling over my
bead or burying themselves in the log
bettind which I was hiding.
"In hugging up close to the log I
bad shoved my face in a hornet's
seat. The hornets covered my face
and head, and I lay there picking
them off one at a time until I found
ea opportunity to escape. Soon after
that I met a ragged looking soldier,
sod he said: "Great goodness, Jim,
what on earth is the matter with
yuur face?" I told him I had shoved
it into a hornets' nest while dodging
Yankee bullets. "Yon must have mi-d• hared fearfully," he said. "No," I ree
plied, "I never experienced a more de-
adens feeling In my life," and really
I never enjoyed anything so much ar
f did the sting of thoae hornets."•
!'lie old liveryman chuckled over the
story, and no doubt he really felt
that the hornets' neat was a please,*
resort under the circumstances."
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
Goo Steals Rank Rooks, Deeds to Val-
uable rr•perty feud Mote•y to
Moho a Ile&
Mrs. Elizabeth Flecknoe, of No. 640
• Metropolitan avenoh, Williamsburg,
N. Y., found some lost bank notes and
deeds of property under peculiar cis.-
✓emoteness the other day.
Two weeks ago she discovered that
• tin box belonging to her had beep
doiroibig opened and $OO in bills, throe
haat limois aria property Coeds stoles&
THE MISSING PAPERS POUND.
Hrs. Flecknoe, after a vain reareth,
aomplained at the Herbert street po-
lio* station, and said that only a per
eon well acquainted with her premises
soold have committed the robbery.
The woman has a pet puirclog, which
knows every nook in the house. Pot
several days past Mrs. Flecknoe had
staked that this anlnial bad found a
V • • snug place to sleep behind a hat rock
in the parlor ball. and when she re-
moved the rack to dust It she found
tko missing bank books and deeds.
There was no trace of the money.
Mrs. Fleeknoe called the dog. 'What
Lbes animal saw that she had pciseep
sion of the bank books and deed,s in
Oiled to seize them The pottos-
of the opinion that the dog bad
Lb. money.
Manta to Pee elle Papa.
The son of John .Sinith le Unions
Se else his dad, and Ruts this *dyer.
Mermen! In a Texas paper: "If John
ersith. who 180 years ago deserted hie
az. wife and babe, will retuttenraillwill kneek tills stoning lent Of
Sim." ."‘ • .2
SIBIFERB KILLED FOR DRS& I FRESH FASHION NOTES.
New York Hantoro Olittweir to Pap
411100 for a Gay's Guaatag
en • lag Faro..
&Shit Hendriskson. a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and,
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
an the Cochooton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re
gently found four of his finest young
heifers in this field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, wide& had en-
tered the bodies just behind the fors
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at Whits Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest of partridge, and
that Arita had been heard in the
vicinitylof the field where the Gatti*
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
tilled them that they bore • strong
resemblance to does by reason *1
their delicately formed limbs. He
was seised with the idea that they
had bean mistakes for deer by the
hunters.
Hendrickson ...oat to Whits Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He sacertained
their names and addresses in Now
York and after cossiderable difficulty
located them. He has Jim% returned
after eosin( them, and as a risaillt
of his visit he is $500 rioher than
whoa he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
ilaraissie ei Atosistm VW A every.
memos beena1attly laesaanneraat-
able
Atlanta, a small town son* ad
Bloomington, Ill., has in Prank Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief bid foe
fame lies in the tact that be is with-
out hands. Clawoon has Deere, a per-
former on the violin since looyhood,
and his skill was much that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
years ego he warn caught In a Olio
card and both hands were as badly
&mon that they were amputated at
this wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old taste's-
sent was laid away by the owner.
The old-time longing to bring ool
musks became toe strong to be re
elated, and he ocrneetvod Ike unique
idea of playing without hands. Ho
made a eantrivance out of howe7
wire, which enabled him to wield the
how. The matter of fingering was
gore difficult, but by hard practiee
he trained the stamp of his left hand
to make the neoessary shifts from
ea* Miring to another, and from po
dtiera to position. With the Addle
held is plum by his Ain and knees
and with the help of his flags
Irma Clawson manage. to phi
seedy as smell use seas as for000 4
A YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Kra Carleton. of Iowa Pall.,Ilso.
Olalsos the kereove ter Ilia
isterttwooto
--
A vend-Mother aO 29 is the record of
Ars. James P. Carleton, of Iowa Fella,
a., who sienna the distinction of being
.1Ii• youngest grinetmotb•r in the es-
dre north weert rib* is hoping to be •
grost-granelinottsr by the tints she
4 41,
Mr and Mrs. Carleton were mar
led in Ohio le years ago, Mrs. Carleton
ming only 11 years old when •h• was
wooed, won and 30d to the altar by het
routhful schoolmate. Lem, than two
years later, when only 13 years of ago
he beetarse a mother. The tendency
toward early marrisgeoin the Car 'ewe
lamily was transmitted to the darieb
ter, and two years ego, at the age of la
eh* was :carried. Limit week she be-
earns a mother.
Until recently lames P Carleton wee
postmaster at Iowa Falls, but • tow
mouthy age he and his wife removed to
fit Paul, Minn., where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
gevenseout for Iloneolettelo the Ream*
A promising movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit ot
the negro population. The ides ornr
Mated with Dr. R. Z. Jonee. of Rich
mood, and several prominent and
wealthy negoOlte aria asecselated with
him. The first of the proposed sot.
tlementa will be established near
Richmond. Flees of ten acres each
will be laid off. And upon each will
be erected • tow-roomed leg cabin
of antique style Therm plots will be
sold on easy installenemts plans to
nee-roes sondem' to bettor them.
selves. They will be gives practical
and aretematio instruction in farm-
ing,. en experienced expert from th•
inati• •te at Hampton being enraged
no to .truotor.
roma a Predsirtees Toseieh
A bold, remarkable project is IPS.
whiting attention among Russian en
miners. It is proposed to construct
• tunnel udder the main chain of the
Caucasus mountains from a point 44
Miles strafit of Vradiltavkas. The ton
eel will be 23 miles long end coal
176,000,000. 4s soon as the Trans St
beldam railway is finished, it ie be.
this Caucasian tunnel, which
has the warm support of the czar.
will be mommeneed. From a military
sad somMeredal point of view the
work will be of nort importance. as
dio only direct oominunica.tiou wits)
trons-Canossila frau southern Ruud,
is by as meaner, road frees Yhedib
sokao to 14111s.
eolletelte
• A year aro thorn wars Loss palsies
nolootoIn Cabe. 'wilt &WM shildrena
naer Ihms• aro MASI ashooll sedi
link and atm masa' we Woo
low Ideas in Dress Ornansontattos
La geldenee in the Up-te-Geteet
Goetuoiets,
A charming evening ra.,..a for
youog girl is of rich miroir satin.
veiled with either white, gold or col.
erred net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral de
sign, alternating with roses or ca.
niell:as sewn on in a studied careless
seas, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intrc
timed an effective novelty thi:, beztavil
namely, black selvet roses, about the
size of the palm of Ones hard, read)
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the moat
effective sort of decoraAion.
The bridal robes of one of the bride.
of this season was made with & chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of hies and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome lace
flounce at the hem. La this bride'.
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and beaded by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society !unction in Paris
one of the moat pfcturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XV7, corsage formed a
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behint while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline traaspar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be •
tovelty, although unique min exceed,
ingly beautiful example, are continte
ally being produced, so the seekers ton
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is.sufft
dent guarantee that they will not be-
eorne too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exoeedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fins
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out
lined with black ribbon. The material
Is always cut away from beneath the
lace. which levee it a light effect
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good combination
It is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man ways fa
very desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Oeintortabl• (leach flat In Email*
Mule at Home—Asi Antique
Oak Stela 'Eta
Few families, whether in town 01
:ountry. have sufficient closet space
in which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way.
In any csee, le to lay them flatly
tad smoothly in a box large eroeoh
So accommodate them at their fuhi
length. Such a box may he made
it home in such a way as to serve a
double purpose-that of conch •DC
wardrobe combined. sets the New
York Tribune. A stout boa of unpaint•
ed wood, six feet too? Inches long be
about three feet four teethes wide, ear
be constructed by any V.g boy or his
mother without diffletilty. using round
wire nails, to avoid •plit ting the wood
The cover should have a cross strit
near each end, and must be fiervilt
hinged on the box. Line the inside oi
the box and lid with a eervOrable cam-
bric or alexia. Then nsil * cushion
Seep sad epringy, to the ton. This
cushion may he made of an old hair
mat trees picked to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper aize, or of
"wool waste." or may be procured at
little expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz is
'mar plaits all around the hoz. and Covey
Le top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a ful: pinked ruchlny
of the fabric to conceal the opening
g".ie a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it, and it is well to
Past en a piece of strong tnpe at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pinnies and with an at
ghati thrown over 'be foot. this makes
s coMforteble enrich by day, and even
ly night if necessary.
An et:re:lest hall tab!, for a country
emote was evolved not lone ago by an
nage-, low girl from en ordinary un-
opitond kitchen table without a leaf
The sawed two inches from the legs,
then stained the whole with • black
ttnin, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in
stone jar, with just enough water tc
mover them, and left to einnuer oi
hove ter half a d v. This liquid
ipplied to the w.od and left to o,
ilnegar in which a number of 'URI
nails bad been steeped was thin
hnished over, and repeated until the
mble acquired a g-od antique oak col.
orinr. Brass rell, es were then fate
tened en the leg's n• d an old-fitehioned
brass handle put r•P the drawer, which
was stained to match the ''it.
side. and served to, holdinngloves. eta
4 seerf of dark rod leather wee fen
Lefled down the ni'd le of the table with
braes headed tack • and. behold! areal-
ly handsome 'old an" ball tabled
•all awe Oise.
Willie-Pa, is p lithe.' a profesales
PT a business?
Ps--Well, that depends upon oir
rantstances. It you're en the win-
sing side It's * t
*hi ?elm
•
Sotintary Wilson to incourags
**topmost of the Ladustry.
VIII ask Congress tor O1e,000 low the
nerpoott of Prellealaary Test and
Savant's-lotion of What Can lie
Dose la Vatted States.
Secretory Wilson, of the departmeal
at agriculture, is determined to re-
Ov• interest in the cultivation of sill
worms and mulberry trees in tht
(hilted States, and the sum of $10,0ou
which Its has asked emagress to ghee
him to develop silk mature in the
United States for \a preliminary test
and investigation, will be spent with
a view of Interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the core 9f silk
' worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn hit
attention first to the south, on account
of the large amount of cheap labor
to be procured there. If the results
ha the south are at all satisfactory
1- a the men, women and even the
shildren will be appealed to by the gov
exament to lend a hand in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorises the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk suitors. TL- work
I. about all lone in the spring, and if
my plane carry, by next spring every
Member of oongreas will have at hie
disposal 60 mulberry trees to be given
away to Ida constituents. I thiith it
likely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tushentee, Ala. He is ready there
S. take hold of the experiment and
do musk in a short time In educating
the people in silk cultore.
"So fan as I am concerned, I know
silk culture can be made a sucoess in
this tionntry. People laughed at me
when I sati the beet sugar industry
would be a encores, but it is a success,
sad the total yield this year will be
100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way-
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
apon the I . The Yankee can sure
miount almost any obstacle, and be lea
seediately improves almost any ides
or industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
diallust Gleveraor of awalI Urges
Aneerleaa lioutty tor Doe In
the Island.
Authority for the conversien of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correspond-
tng ooins ef the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Chimer," laborer. conditioned upon
their engaging in agricultural purruits
'sly during their residence in the ter-
ritory and their return to their own
etruntry upon ceasing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. Z.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, is
his annual repo -t.
The prosperity of tb• Island., accord-
tog to the acting governor, depends on
Ike inhoceseful and economical product-
lion of sugar. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planter',"
he says, "never haw and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
sf desirable labor can be obtained It
means milliona of dollars spent for ma-
shinery, bsdldlng rnaterhila, tools, steel
and iron and other supplies of Ameri-
asst manufacture"
new Jersey's Pure Foal Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
Iced law in the United States has just
gone Into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy cone
missioner bee been abolished and hie
duties have come under those of the
shier food inspect ir. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
can come into use for human con-
inamption as food or drink is included
under the haw. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or pot up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under.4th• ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Map  Rock Theory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
en autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer-
tain that he has disproved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
monictable. Dr. Barney said lied
sight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Hoch's theory.
Prisoners in British leAtass Jails.
No fewer than 537,884 prisoners
were io the prisons of British India
1899-1900--en increase of 02,064
ever the number for 1891. Of this
linga total only 54 555 were females,
which Is • smaller proportion than
In western countries.
VIN•••8111•••••••••••• •
BILK CULTURE PLA18 I WONDERFUL BRAIN—WORL.
Weeny Tan troesa the Momorties
Marks lei the 1.11111•411 litastes
Railway Pitstal Serrtas,
Millions of people are colon:jou!
aowadays of behlg tax... finisect
but an army of J0eD 11. one A
of Uncle Barn are burdeueoloo"
mental practice unheard ol
garde extent, in any other e,
the world. Things that
postal clerk must remeno
treased in such voluthe at
think every cell of hi: to
be filled the name ..f •
sr rehear. conuection,
Set is th at Inc caerk's initu does not
falter under the pressure. Detiplte
these facts cases of insanity 811100g
this class of public servants are rare,
lays the Chicago Record-Herald
One Chicagei po, tal clerk menu:. r eel
for several years • record of 2iho4
cards (which take the place of let t too
is -examinations) with al average peh
sent, of correct d stribution of a f eke-
don over 09 per nt. Ile knew ho" to
reach that many offices in arrest
states by the she( test, quickest rc oh,
and he knew tin correci, locate,. ot
each office in its slate.
A clerk on the New York end :O-
tago railway pott office mu t keow
the correct locanon of everyoamt of-
fice in • group of states made tin of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Minnesota, Solna Dakota snd Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317 post orCes. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the gen-
eral scheme, who h means the correct
location of the post offices in each,
state, but he ment know how to reticle
the whole 12,000 post 0/304 3 from one
or more stations.
A clerk rennin g between Chicagel
and Miuneapolie underwent no fewest
than 78 examinations in 15 yeorao
learning 13,308 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States.
some of the examinations he was rim
quired to make a Chicago city distrie
button, which means that while rune
idng over the country at the rate of al
mile a minute he must distribute lete
tens to the carriers of the Chicago des
livery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading mere.
tantile house is heated, but also howl
to deride the numbers on a particu-
lar street so that he can "tie opt" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
:ng to the route of the latter. Thiell
same clerk made 13 examinations is
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 341
examinations he came out of nine ol
them with a clear 100 per cent. eacb.
Think of such a task, taking intee
consideration the puzzling aimilarityl
of name& that are used to designate
pout offices! Thom too, must be cone
sidered the fact that there are hum.
dreda of cases where in each state 10
• post office of the same name. Forl
Instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham.
Uton, six Grants, four Garfield'. toile
Genevas, four Smithrilles, four Spars
tam and tee Jefferson., and so olio
rn some instances there is a poet
Joe of the same name in each of the
seven 'dates. As one may imagine,,
this only tend* to confuse the average
mind.
-
OM Of a Bridge,
A sow form of benefaction to •
Now England town le that taken is
the girt of Franc • Se14-11. or Now
'Fork, who has gives „arab:. 4
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Ha,' I to Fluid.
From a story in St. Nicholas wat
slip this description of the old-tinis
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Amerie
can mountain lion was one of the
most formidable animals In the world,
Ths cat is the masterpiece of naturen
emu non eseranywre ;ilea eras gee ere eat
most terribly armed and powerful oil
tie cat rannly. It was a compact
MOBS of hard and tough muscle an&
gristle, with bones of iron, strong(
Jaws, sharp teeth, and claws like
steel penknife-bladea. It wail
prodigiously strong, lithe, and 'quick,,
cowered with a mail-coat of loose skim
that was as tough as leather.- It ha&
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably blpodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it wail
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
hi the school-books of 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic Boa" Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they bad tackled a full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "puled
down" by anything; and if he had
beer. "willed down," that was exsoily
the position in which he fought beet.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it couli
net be held in any position-se.0:,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Roci.1
mountain regions, from the jaguar.
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern .einter blizzard; but he at..
tamed his greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Ariew a.
I These animals are ne longer whatthey were. The tourist or hunter of
I to-day earinot hooe to fine any of this
olti-tirne prover Cr ferocity
I °tipple's toe Rosati Reatflak•
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything ....n-
eerntng them which appeared in the
newitpaperk pasted into albums, end
these were handed os •r to then. %hen
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at t het
beginning, and each of his children'
has a volume of zipaper cattinge
dating from the of lirth.--Chat
leella Chronicle.
Are You Bilious?
Have you that tired, worn-out feel-
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy
spells? Do you have shooting pains
in the head back, arms and legs? Is
your appetite bad? If you have these










S 5 cents each. ,This
cost you nothing. Their
you cannot be estimated be-
may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No.





BOARDING for ladies or ire/rule-
tnen at eta Harrison street. New
phone 877.
FOR SALE—Young cow with calf
3 weeks old; gave four gallons milk
Friday. Telephone 1o96 or 1653r.
FOR RENT—Furnisbed rooms
within three blocks ef Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric bights, gas, hydrant
-and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
FOR SALE—for charges, one sofa,
2 box mattresses, I leather couch.
Paducah 'Mattress company, Third
and Ohio.
0
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M.
Bloomfield.
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay.
Sewer connections and all improve-
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or
phone 1418, old phone.
LOST—One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
"Ruck;" black in color. Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
MISSING OR STOLEN—Two
dump wagons A reward will be giv-
en to any one giving us information
leading to their return. Thos. Bridges
& Son, contractors.
LOST—Necktie with diamond stud
in it, either on Tennessee street,
Sixth to Kentucky avenue down to
Third or Broadway to Fifth. Re-
turn to H. L. Judd and get reward.
LOST—Downtown; gold watch
'chain with gold 'Catholic cross on
one eat with initials R. C. cut in
same. The charm is two gold cuff-
buttons. Finder return here and be
rewarded.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelliesr, seven rooms, huge recep-
tinn hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
#rees. Wil sell on terms to suit puts
chaaer. Price reasonable. Apply at
024 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 63o.
Tuesday MorningsAug. 6, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
—Col. John• T. Donovan is having
plans drawn for a $5,000 residence
which he is to have erected on Wiest
Jefferson street.
--Ben Loftin, the 12 year old son
of Ma. James Loftin, of Mechanics-
burg, fell from a bicycle Sunday and
painfully injured an arns
—A loose rail derailed a locomo-
tive in the I. C. yards yesterday. The
wrecker replaced the engine in an
hour. The accident was of little con-
sequence except annoying. '
--Several suspicious Cases of heat
prostration have occurred in the city
the past few days. The rapid recov-
ery of the afflicted indicates the.
presence of much malaria.
--The infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. Ladd, of the Bryan addition on
the West side of the city, died yes-
terday morning of summer complaint.
The interment occurs today and will
be in Oak Grove.
—Charles Smiley, colored, of low-
er Kentucky street, was igjured Sun-
day night in the cold storage room of
the ice factory.- He had his left hand
badly mangled by getting it caught
Se,‘ in a hoisting crane. it had to be
dressed by a physician.
Nopr. Sidney Smith will be hack in





Mrs. Kate Willis, who went to
Sturgis on a visit last week, was
called home suddenly by the illness
of her mother, Mrs. J. E. Willnam-
;son.
Mr. Nathan Kahn left yesterday to
spend a few weeks at Dixon Springs.
Mr. -Chris Liebe( and wife have
on to Dixon Springs for a weeks'
visit.
Mrs. Mohr Michael left yesterday
for a visit to Dixon Springs.
Senator J. C. S. 'Blackburn, of Ver-
sailles, was in ihe city last night' on
his way to Louisville. The senator
spoke to good crowds at Bardwell on
Saturday and at LaCenter yesterday.
lie expressed himself as being very
well pleased with the progress of the
campaign.
Mr. A. H. Egan, of Louisville, is at
the Palmer.
Mr. S. H. Thompson, of Headetstut
is in the city.
Miss Lillian Ketler and Miss Mary
Knight will go to Tennessee tomor-
row to visit among friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCarty, of
West Tennessee street, are the hap-
py parents of a fine daughter, born
Sunday.
Miss Pearl Griffith has gone to
Owensboro for a visit.
Mr. Le,lie La Nieve and wife, of
Rives, Tenn., were in the city Sun-
day visiting relatives.
Mss Grace Reeves, of Memphis,
IS visiting in he city. Miss Reeves
was formerly a stenographer here.
Miss Maud Racers, of Cairo, Ill., is
the guest of Mrs. Don Gilberto, on
South Fourth street.
Mr. jlohn U. Robinson and wife
are home from visiting in Jackson,
Tenn.
Judge W. 1. Reed is home from
Da w son.
Mr. Gus. Reitz has returned from
Dawson.
Mr. Joe Greer, of the I. C. wood-
workics department, who has an at-
tack of. typhoid fever, at Florence
Statioti is reported better.
Mr. Frank Rinkleff went to Ow-
ensboro yesterday.
Attorney Sam Crossland, of May-
field, is in the city.
Misses Katie and 7..va Bauer re-
turned last night f - im a visit to
friends and relativ- . in Louisville.
Mr. and Mks. Jame; Sleeth leave
tomorrow for Louisville, from which
place they go to Atlaptic City and
other points East.
Mrs. J. Stakes and Mrs. Pat Henly,
of Mayfield, have returned home af-
ter a visit to Ws. James Sleeth.
Mirs. Minnie Taylor and Mks.
Pearl F-per, of Memphis are the
guests ca Mrs. Jack Calloway, of
South Ninth street
Mire FL E. Fulmea, wife of the
genera' foreman of the local I. C.
shops, -s home from Niagara and
other • ,ints east.
Mr. Ind Mrs. Charles Richardson
and M •s Knight are at Cerulean
SPring
Miss Elaine Evans, of Smithland,
'is visit og Miss Madeline Cook, of
South I nirth street.
Mss an Thomas, of Golconda,
Ill., and . Ties Ella Thomas, of Salina,
Kan., are the guests of Miss Madge
Davis.
Mks. Wm. D McMahon and daugh-
ter-in-law, M.-.. James McMahon,
and children, ai-e visiting in Nash-
ville.
Ars. V. A. Hutchinson and daugh-
ter, Miss Isabel Hutchinson, are
home from Dover, Tenn.
Miss Mande Hunter, of Humboldt,
Tenn., will arrive today to visit Miss
Nfattie Lou McGlathery.
Miss Mary Strow and Miss Mary
Carter, of Benton, are the guests of
*s. W. M'. Reed, on Broadway.
Mattrice Nash left Sunday for Ell-
ston. Ky., after a visit to his father,
Mt B. Nash.
Mr. EMI's 5. Bease, of Murray, is
in the city.
Miss "Marjorie Scott returns home
today after a weeks' visit to Eddy-
Mr. Frank Preston, of Marshall,
Ill., is here on a visit to his nephew,
Mk. Robert Kreutzer, of 914 South
Fourth street.
Miss Shirley Woodson, of St.
Louis, will arrive this week to visit
Mrs. R. L. Beck, of South Ninth
street.
Mr. M. j. Farnbaker and wife, of
Cairo, are at the Palmer.
Mr. Claude Gates and wife, of Ya-
zoo City, Miss., are at the Palmer.
M. Gus Tate and son Cullen spent
Sunday at Dawson.
Ex-Gov, Bob Taylor, of Tennes-
see, who is out on a lecturing tour,
was in Paducah Sunday en route to
Missouri. The ex-governor had been
to Dawson. While here several
friends who accidentally heard he
was in the city called upon him.
If you have never tried Pittsburg
Coal you don't know how good itsis.
—The promise for today ,is: Fair
and warm. Sunday the mercury reg-
istered as high as 99. Yesterday be-
cause of a rainstorm Sunday night
and light showers during the day the
atmosphere was slightly pleasanter.
Last night was clear and calm.
—Mrs W. Bacon, of Jones street,
was toppled from her buggy Sunday
while driving near the depot by her
horse getting frightened and sudden-
ly turning. She fell so as to aprain




CHARLEY MILLER, A LATHER,
WOUNDED WHILE FLEE-
ING FROM POLICE.
Particulars Unobtainable at Police
Headquarters—Policemen Seen
to Unload and Reload.
A shooting shrouded in mystery oc-
curred last night at First and Broad-
way about to o'clock. Charley Miller,
a lather, was shot in the right hip
while running away from Patrolmen
Rogers and Johnson.
Unable .to walk alone the man was
assisted by the two patrolmen to po-
lice headquarters and later was re-
moved to Riverside hospital. where
City Physician Johnson Bass dressed
the wound.
No information about the shooting
could be secured from Policemen Rog
ers and Johnson or Po4ke Captain
Wood.
Miller told a Register reporter that
his home was in Evansville, Ind. and
his trade was that of a lather. He
carries a union card. Lately he has
been working in Hopkinsville, Ky.,
but recently came to Paducah looking
for work. He was drinking last night
and was placed under arrest- at First
and Broadway when he is said to have
gotten away from Policemen Rogers
and Johnson and ran. A shot was
fired and the ball took' effect in his
right hip. The man fell and the po-
licemen went to him. They took him
to headquarters but no charge was
lodged against him.
Capt. Wood claimed he did not
know who did the shooting or any-
thing about it. Policeman Johnson
also gave no statement of the affair.
Policeman Rogers was busy and not
interviewed.
Miller claimed that he was shot) by
one of the policemen. He said his
father was a justice of the peace in
Evansville and as soon as he was ap-
prised of the facts there would be
serious trouble, intimating that an-
other shonteng might follow. Al-
though under the influence of liquor
he talked rationally.
Jim WiHiams, who lives on Fourth
street across from the city hall, went
over to police headqaarters soon af-
ter the wounded man was taken in and
divlayed an empty 38-Calibre shell to
a reporter. He said his wife was on
the front porch and she saw a police-
man step out on to the Fourth street
steps and unbreech his pistol, load it
and place weal:Kos back in his pocket
Williams went immediately over to
the spot and found the empty shell,
which he is keeping and says he will
‘give it to Miller today. The ball only
penetrated the flesh. No bones are
shattered. It is not serious, but very
painful.
The best and cheapest coal in Padu-
cah is the Pittsburg Coal.
BIG CROWD AT LACENTER.
Picnic and Candidates Speaking Were
the Main Attractions.
There were something like 5.000
ptople in LaCenter yesterday who
Lad gathered there to attend a big plc
nic and hear the candidates for coun-
ty offices, legislature, state senator
and Senator Blackburn speak and to
enjoy a big picnic. It was the largest
crowd, it is said, ever seen in the
county on a like occasion and noth-
ing oceurred during the day to mar
the pleasures of the day.
A similar occasion drew about 4.000
people to Bardwell Saturday and the
local candidates and Senator Black-
burn, spoke there al-o. The day was
without a single marring incident.
L. A. L.'s Lost Sunday.
Sikeston, Mo., Aug. 7.—The L. A.
L's lost the first game of their tour
in southeast Missouri Sunday to
Sikeston, by the score of 3 to o. The
contest was a fast and pretty one,
being a pitcher's battle between
southpaws. Douglas holding his own
against Burch, a Tri-State leaguer.
The two errors of the L. A. L.'s were
costly and figured in the ran-getting
of Sikeston. Percival at first and
Burch came from the Tri-State lea-
gue last week, this being the fourth
game they have taken part in for
Sikeston. Hits—L. A. L.'s 4; Sikes-.
ton 2. Errors—L. A. L.'s 2, Sikeston
o. Attendance ese. Umpire Riggs.
"Dutch" Wagner, one of Cairo's
blacklisted men, now playing with
Poplar Bluff, is to twirl for Sikeston
in Mionday's game.
Galivanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old shingles, requires no- coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago. G. R. Davis dr Bro., local
agents.
Reported Shooting.
Word reached here last night that
there was a shooting scrape last night
at the depot in Wickliffe, in which
several participated. No particulars
could be learned, the telegraph office
at that point being closed.
Just 'Drunk.
C. L. Barker and W. Barker, from
the country, were arrested yesterday
at Second and .Broadway by Police-
man Rogers, the former plain drunk
and the latter drunk and dieeirderle•
Ph The Courts
A LEADING FIRM OF MURRAY
FILES PETITION IN
BANKRUPTCY.
The Husband Gravel Road r.:cetro-
versy Left to Fiscal Court .'ssm-
rrettee to Adjast,
Yesterday the firm of Will
tit Co., of Murray, filed with U. S.
Clerk J. R. Puryear, of this place,
their petition in bankruptcy. Two
members of .the firm also filed peti-
tions.
The firm was one of the largest do-
ing business in Murray and did a dry
goods and general merchandizing
-business. The firm was composed of
Will Harris and L. C. Linn, Jr., and
Will Linn. The two latter were the
members which filed personal peti-
tions.
The firm gives in liabilities amount
ing to $12,886.5o, with assets at $6,-
989. L. C. Linn, Jr., gives in liabili-
ties to the amount of $5,86a, with as-
sets at $1,tio. Will Linn gives liabili-
ties to the amount of $4,129 with $3,-
200 assets.
Among the creditors of the firm are
a few Paducahans with small accounts.
The Husband Gravel Road Question.
A called session of the fiscal court
of the county was held yesterday.
The purpose was to settle the question
91 putting a stock vote to the people
in November and to adjust the differ-
ence which has arisen to the work of
graveling a part of what is known as
the Husband, road just south of the
city.
It will be recalled that a controver-
sy arose last week relative to the road
specified, the supervisor, Mr. Johnson,
having stopped the work under the
charge that the gravel being furnished
by the contractors, Messrs. Dick
Penn and Ed Eaker, was not accord-
ing to contract. After a discussion of
the matter or the differences which
had arisen as indicated the court re-
ferred the matter of gravel being used
and to be used to Judge Lightfoot and
Justices Sears, Sheehan, Gholson.
Thompson and Tapp. They have full
power to act and will make the in-
spection necessary on the call of the
judge.
The question of submitting a vote
on the stock law, especially as to
hogs running at large, was ordered
sumbitted to the voters
An Injunction.
In the circuit court yesterday after-
noon Judge Reed presiding, the in-
junction suit of G, A. Jones vs. W. L.
Bower was up. It was not finished.
This suit is to prevent Bower from
draining his property, Blizzard pond.
across land belonging to Jones.
The Bleich Sale Confirmed.
Judge E. W. Bagby, reieree in bank
fuptcy. went to Smahland yesterday
on official business. All the matters
in his court were deferred until his
return, which may be today, except
the sale of the Bleich stock, which
sz.le was confirmed.
Deeds Filed.
In the county clerk's office yester-
day Joseph D. Born and wife Callie E.
Born, deeded to John and Tony Ise-
man, a lot on the we-t side of South
Third street. Consideratien $1,500.
Caroline Patton, representing the
heirs of Sam Patton, insane, deeded
to Mary Wagoner, for $5 cash and
other considerations, land in the
county.
Arrested on Ugly Chrage.
Pete Matchen, a negrq "Do Right'
preacher, who lives on Caldwell be-
tween Eighth and Ninth streets, was
arrested by Policeman Singery, on
the charge of taking liberties with
two negro girls, aged thirteen and
seven years. The arrest was made
yesterday.
Will Test the Law.
The Paducah Chess, Checker and
Wifist chub, breach of ordinance for
failure to pay licenses, proposes to
test its liability to pay such an as-
sessment.
Made a Constable.
Bert Jones was yesterday appoint-
ed constable in the Seventh district by
County Judge Lightfoot.
Judge Lightfoot.
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot, who
had been indisposed for several days,
was able to be at his office and attend
to his duties. He is still, however,
gather feeble.
UNCLE SAM'S REVENUE.
Illinois Leads, With Missouri Second
anti Kentucky Third.
Washington, Aug. 7.—According to
the figures at the treasury department,
Illinois continues to largely lead all
the other states in the amount of in-
ternal revenue taxes paid to the gov-
ernment. For the past fiscal year Illi-
nois contributed al5n892,703.18. Nevi
York was next with $27,991,572.20, and
Kentucky third, with $21,754,309.70.
The aggregate collections for Ten-
nessee and Alabama for the year were
$1'.777408.63 and $325,291.21, respec-
tively.
Missouri leads all the other states
in the amount of taxes paid on man-
ufactured tobacco, the big factories at.
St. Louis not showing any reductions.
WHEN YOUR THROAT IS DUSTY AND PARCHED




THERE'S NO BEER LIKE IT. THAT PECULIARLY
SATISFYING QUALITY CAN ONLY COME WHERE
PURE MALT AND HOPS ARE BLENDED WITH
BRAINS IN THE BREWING. BELVEDERE IS
THE BEST, SAY THOSE WHO KNOW—AND YOU
WILL KNOW WHEN YOU TRY IT.
A Strong Argument
A STRONG ARGUMENT OF STRENGTH OF THIS BANK IS
FOUND IN THE LARGE NUMBER OF ITS DEPOSITORS. ELEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY. ABOUT EVERY TWENTIETH PERSON
IN PADUCAH.
THE STRENGTH IN THAT I S SIMPLY THIS. MONEY DE-
POSITED WITH THIS BANK IS SAFE FROM A RUN THE BANK
BECAUSE IT WOULD TAKE, AL LOWING THREE MINUTES TO
A DEPOSITOR AND SIX HOURS TO A BANKING DAY, ABOUT
TEllflailaY'S FOR ALL TO WITH DRAW THEIR MONEY, AND
THE DEPOSITORS BEING SCAT TERED OVER SO LARGE A
NUMBER OF DEPOSITORS REN DERS IT IMPROBABLE THAT A
FEW WOULD GET ALL OF THE CASH AND LEAVE NONE FORTHE MAJORITY.
THIS BANK ACCEPTS EVERY DEPOSIT WITH THE UN-DERSTANDING THAT YOUR MONEY IS ALWAYS INSTANTLYAVAILABLE. IT HAS ALWAYS LIVED UP TO THAT GUARAN-
TEE. IT PAYS 4 PER CENT. COMPOUND INTEREST ON DE-POSITS, WHICH IS AS HIGH A RATE OF INTEREST AS SAV-
INGS BANKS CAN SAFELY PAY.
B. H. SCOTT, GEO. C. THOMPSON.
President. Vice-President and Manager.







The Standard Flour o
The World,
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. sod.
'CUPID FOLLOWED HOUNDS.
Marriage of Miss Corinne Blackburn
the Result of a Fox Hunt.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 7.—W. H.
Gale, of New York, and his bride,
who was Miss Corinne Blackburn,
daughter of Senator Blackburn, have
gone to ?itrar York after a visit on
Long Islied. They will return to
Washington to be near the new es-
tate which Mr. Gale has purchased
in the hunting district of Virginia,
near Leesburg. Their marriage is
the failessination of a romance of a fox
hutitlet the hills orarirginia.
4 Votice to the Public.
certificates are required by
the Cairo city authorities from all
parties entering that city. Passen-
gers on the Str. Dick Fowler must
secure these before leaving Paducah.
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A.
•
—It is proposed t6 pave Jefferson
t, from Fourteenth to Twentieth
wits granitoid. The improvement is
hailed with delight by the property
holders of that part of the street
named, which is rapidly becoming
one of the prettiest and best twat up
thoroughfares of the city.
of France, ins:hiding the
tines, amoients to about
•
GIFT FOR THE GODDESS.
 MID
The Labor Day Committee Decides.
to Do a Nice Thing.
The Labor Day central committee
Sunday held a meting and transact-
ed mach business in further prepara-
tion of their coming celebration. It
was decided to don-ate $25 for an ap-
propriate gift for the successful God-
dess of Labor. It was also decided
to ask the merchants to decorate on
the day of the celebration and to
close their houses at least a part of
the day, that all employes may attend
the festivities,
Electric Light Notice
All bills me doe and palpable at the
office of the company, I 20 South
Fourth street. Current will be dis-
continued if bills are nee paid on or
before August to.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
—The Memphis conference board
of education is to hold a meeting
next Sunday in 'Jackson. Tenn., to
consider loans to students for the
ministry Rev. T. J. Newel', of the
Broadway M. E. church, is chairman
of this board and will attend the
meeting.
The University of Califrsreie oper-
ates a dairy school in cdnnection,
with the regslar course.
•
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